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THE GOLDEN PRIME

CHAPTER I.

A TRAGEDY.

I
IsA received the victors very prettily

indeed, betwixt smiles and sobs. Her

delight at seeing Garrow safe could not

be repressed, but her father's wound, and

the disaster of her people, caused sharp

suffering. Aysha met them sad and stately,

kissed their hands, and pressed them to her

bosom in the graceful Lanun fashion of

displaying gratitude. It was coldly done,

and Pier was surprised to feel how the

heart beat. The girls sent a letter to the
VOL. III. B



2 THE GOLDEN PRIME.

Rajah, begging leave to nurse him ; but it

was sternly refused.

On the following day arrived a war-prau

of the Lanuns, carrying a deputation. After

much delay, the Sultan received it, and

announced his resolve. These new-comers,

several hundred strong in warriors, baside

their fEimilies, must leave at once for Tam-

pasuk, where many of their countrymen are

settled, refugees, like themselves, from Eng-

lish, Dutch, or Spanish cruisers. The most

jealous care was taken to prevent the chiefs

communicating with any one who could

not be trusted implicitly, and they little

thought that many scores of captive women

saw their flags go past with streaming eyes.

But some explanation of events they de-

manded, resolutely though respectfully. An

inkling of the truth had to be revealed, and

the Vizier admitted that their Rajah was

now in Bruni ; but, he added, the old man

will probably die to-night. This significant

announcement was carried to the Eno[lish
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gentlemen by Makota, who had been pre-

sent at the audience. He came hastily

to declare, that if the lang de per Tuan

decreed the Rajah's death he could not

protect him, and Sweyn instantly ordered

his canoe to fetch the old man away.

Meanwhile, the Consul brought other

news in person. An English trading- ship

had been chartered by the Governor of

Labuan to take them away, and it would

arrive that night ; one of his own swift

despatch boats had outsailed it easily from

the Bay, bringing letters. The Governor

added, that since engaging the ' Eliza ' he

had intelligence of a man -o'-war available

for the like service, which would be also

sent immediately.

The home mail had no special interest, be-

sides a pleasant, affectionate note nominally

from Lady Latham, dictated to her daughter,

but full of those pretty, girlish nothings

that read so delightfully to exiled men.

Pier was overjoyed with this apparent proof
B 2



4 THE GOLDEN PRIME.

that their adventures were still a secret,

until he opened the Governor's letter.

Then he learned how the telegraph had

been daily thrilling with his name, and

what keen interest Sir James showed.

Whilst regretting deeply those apprehen-

sions, Pier was unconsciously elated. He

sat down forthwith to write a despatch

which could not be forwarded until he

reached Singapore. After re-editing it a

dozen times, he went out to buy the fare-

well presents compulsory at Oriental courts.

On returning at nightfall, with two sam-

pans loaded to the gunwale, Sweyn aston-

ished him by announcing that the Rajah

had arrived, had seen his daughter, and

given her welcome, though a cold one.

Next morning the ' Eliza ' anchored

opposite the Consulate, and without delay

they went on board. The Captain, named

Banks, received them pleasantly enough,

but they were not greatly taken with him
;

the mate had gone ashore. For such a
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short voyage the ' Eliza ' was comfortable.

About two hundred tons burden, she had

a crew sufficient for twice the tonnage, as

is necessary for vessels that embark in the

local trade of those perilous seas. Swxyn

was so unusually interested in the arrange-

ments for passengers that his friend observed,

with laughing frankness, as they returned,

" One would almost think you proposed

carrying Isa w^ith you."

" If she will go, why not ? I cannot

leave her here, and her father will not

take her. Regard the matter simply as a

gentleman. Pier. If she were an ugly old

woman, seeing what we owe to her, would

you not be first to declare she must not

be abandoned ? How much more, then,

when she is beautiful ?
"

Put thus, the question was not easily

answered.

" But the Rajah has forgiven her !

"

" You did not see his face. He knows

not even the word forgiveness."
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*' But what will you do with her ?

"

" Time enough to think of that when we

reach Singapore. The first point is to get

the child away from this."

"And Aysha?"

" Oh, she is all right. To-morrow she

rejoins her people in the bay. The Rajah

was kind enough towards her."

" Does Isa consent to go with you ?

"

" Say with us, please. I have not asked

her."

When they got home the Eajah had

closed his curtains for the night. Sweyn

led Isa into the balcony for a serious con-

versation, and Pier set out the gifts pur-

chased by himself for both girls, by Sweyn

for Aysha only. All that is prettiest in

Bruni had been chosen, and when the

things were arranged, he sent for Aysha.

She came, veiled as usual, and her large

black eyes had more than their common

austerity. But feminine composure was

not proof against the lovely stuffs dis-
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played, the silks and satins and cloth of

gold or silver. When the ornaments were

shown, her girlish delight became uncon-

trollable. The troublesome veil got pushed

aside ; the beautiful eyes shone with ex-

citement, and the small fingers trembled

as she fastened on necklaces and w^aist-

belts which passed twice round her slender,

supple body.

Isa and Sweyn arrived during this pretty

scene. The dayang's eyes were swollen,

but she looked composed and resolute. It

was charming to observe her elder-sisterly

interest in Aysha's happiness ; the roles

were exchanged.

"Where are your presents, Isa?" asked

her cousin.

" I have none."

" What ?

"

In a long, keen glance Aysha scrutinized

the three faces ; then she dropped the

objects in her hand, and turning with-

out a word, left the room. Isa ran and
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took lier in her arms, but she went un-

heeding to her own chamber. Pier looked

on blankly, and Sweyn muttered,

" Cast the beam out of your own eye."

Neither of the girls appeared again that

night, and before dawn Aysha had found

means to escape, leaving all her finery.

Pier sent the things on board the ' Eliza,'

confident that by some means he could

forward them to the Lanuns in the Bay.

Then, with Garrow, he made a formal round

of visits, and at the hour appointed reached

the palace. A number of fine gifts they

had reserved for His Majesty, which he

repaid with magnificent old arms and hand-

woven silks stiff and ponderous with gold.

As a supreme honour, the Tang de per Tuan

gave each a little box, neatly turned, of

that rare and lovely wood used for the

handle of a state kris. His Highness had

a turn for joinering, and these, he pointed

out, were specimens of his own handicraft

;

a statement more or less untrue, no doubt,
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Ijut all the more complimentary. After

their audience, the Englishmen went home,

followed by the great pangerans and court

officials, who bore the Sultan's presents and

their own. Each of these, and many more,

it was necessary to receive in person. Even

Garrow, though he fumed and swore, did

not outrage the conventionalities as he

would have done in Europe under much

less provocation. There is in truth a

completeness, a sense of fitting, and a grace

about Malay etiquette which impresses

every foreigner.

It was well in the afternoon when the

last departed, vowing that his life had

culminated in this supreme moment. Pier,

aided by Budrudeen, set himself to super-

intend the packing of a small ship-load

of curiosities contributed by their noble

friends. Whilst they took counsel, a sud-

den cry, " Pier, Pier !
" in tones of agony

and horror, made them rush to the other

side the house. Through the open door
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of Isa's room they saw Garrow kneeling,

with the girl's body in his arms. Her eyes

were half-closed, her hair neat, her pretty

dress had not a fold awry. She might have

been sleeping. But the dark, polished

handle of a kris protruded above her

shoulder. A stool overturned lay beside

her, in a creeping pool of blood. She had

died without a struggle, probably without a

cry, struck from behind with that deadly

weapon used for executing criminals, differ-

ing from the common shape.

Pier stood silent in horror. Budrudeen

threw himself on the floor, and screamed

with rage, beating his fist upon the boards

till the blood spurted out, tearing his thin

moustache and scalp-lock. It was an out-

rage on his honour, which the death of every

Lanun upon earth could not wash out.

For this the Rajah had accepted hospitality,

for this he had feigned desperate wounds,

and he had escaped ! The All-Merciful hear

the prayer of an unworthy but blameless
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servant ! Place him before an army of

Lanuns, and let him hide his disgrace

in death amidst them, having glutted

veno^eance !

After the first shock Pier hurried to the

other room, where Ibrahim had his quarters.

A pillow covered his face ; he was dead,

stabbed through the heart.

Returning to the other death-chamber.

Pier met his friend in the door. His face

was grey and stern ; he had a difficulty

in speaking.

" You must go alone, Pier. I have work

that will keep me here.''

" Your cause is mine. I shall not leave

you."

" What I have to do is not work for

a Christian gentleman. For Mary's sake

you must go."

'* Mary would despise me. For good or

evil I am with you."

Sweyn urged no more. With wild de-

light Budrudeen received the commission
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to call his friends once more together, as

many hundreds as could be raised. A note

was sent to Captain Banks, asking his

attendance, and then they visited the

Datu Tomanggong. That chief was really

angry, and he swore by his head that all

the race of Lanuns should be exterminated.

How often, in the course of bloody centuries,

lias that oath been registered ? No doubt at

all existed who was the criminal. The

Rajah had left, quite cool and composed,

whilst his hosts were with the Sultan. By

this time he had doubtless rejoined his

subjects in the bay.

" Will the Sultan send his war-praus,

Datu ?
" Sweyn cried, impatient. " I will

pay every charge."

The Tomanggong had particular reason

to know that the imperial vessels were not

seaworthy. He looked grave and states-

manlike.

" I will consult his Highness. But if

such a measure should not commend itself
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to his wisdom, you may depend on me

unofficially. The Ampuan Budrudeen is

acting for you ? I will communicate with

him."

" When—where ?
" Sweyn cried.

The Datu was shocked by this brusque

manner, and he replied with dignity,

'' When I have learned his Highness's

commands I will send for the Ampuan."

They returned to the house.

" Sometbins: must be done about the

funeral," Pier remarked with hesitation.

" I cannot. Arrange all for me. When

that poor child is avenged I may be able

to think—not now. What would she have

wished ?

"

Pier sent to the chief Imam, and so

renowned was now^ the liberality of the

Tuans Inggris, that dignitary came at once,

bringing women and. priests and all things

needful. It wm dark night by this time,

but the river was aglow with hurrying

canoes and praus bearing torches. All
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round the dwelling a shoal of sampans

clustered ; the houses were lit up, and

bustle reigned. All Bruni was mustering

for the fray—and the loot.

It needed a large bribe and some entreaty

to gain the Imam's sanction to a night

interment. Such demands are very unusual,

but for money everything is possible in

the East. Funeral ceremonies are not

elaborate there, and at midnight the coffins

were closed, the prayers recited. The re-

maining forms are not impressive, unless for

very great people indeed. But Pier and

Sweyn followed Western habits, accom-

panying the bodies to the graveyard. It

was a picture awful in its savage dreariness

—the dank, untended waste ; the ruck of

graves, misty beneath a still, blue sky ; the

little group of servants, half naked, loose-

haired, perspiring in the flare of torches. Ko

priest was there, his rites were done ; and as

Isa's coffin dropped in the shallow trench,

Garrow leaned upon his friend and sobbed.
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Whilst Pier was arranging these sad

duties schemes of vengeance had been

maturing rapidly. Captain Banks was

ready enough to lend the ' Eliza/ at a price,

and he answered for his crew on similar

conditions. The Tomanggong had arrived,

with sympathetic expressions from the

Sultan, who regretfully declined to lend

his praus ; but placed all his artillery at the

disposal of the Tuans—for a price, under-

stood. This was a valuable concession,

since it enabled them to arm the ' Eliza ' and

the praus with heavy metal ; and it was

used at once. The sturdy old Tomanggong

declared that he himself would lead his

contingent-^at a price. Budrudeen, mean-

time, brought in the list of gallant spirits

who would follow him, upon the usual

terms. All was tumult and excitement.

Presently arrived the swift canoes des-

patched to watch the Lanun movements.

They reported that on the arrival of some

boats from Bruni, those doubtless which
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conveyed the Rajah and his followers, all

the fleet prepared to leave in haste. The

wind was contrary, but, toiling at their

sweeps, the enemy had started towards

sunset.

The morning was within an hour of

dawn when all was ready. The Tomang-

gong then left them to go aboard his war-

prau, and presently the beat of his great

drum summoned the vanguard. The ar-

rangements worked smoothly, as they always

do amongst a people used to warlike ex-

peditions, and, well-assured that they had

done their utmost, Pier and Sweyn entered

the ' Eliza's ' boat at last. Through a crush

of praus it forced its way. As far as

one could see, through pitchy darkness and

curling mist, the black river was alive

W'ith weirdly craft, swarming full of gleam-

ing naked figures that writhed and shouted.

Here and there were nooks and bars of

blackness, not unpeopled, against which

blazed some noble's vessel, lit with torches
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from end to end. The water ran in streams

glittering of blood and ink. It was hell

let loose and flaring. Upon either bank

the great houses, sleepless, palely shone

through the fog like ghosts. The noise was

a roar, a scream, a beat of gongs and

tom-toms, shrill laughter, monotonous in-

toning of the Koran.

" It's enough to frighten an honest man,"

muttered Captain Banks as they pressed

through.

But what a picture !

When they reached the 'Eliza' they

turned in at once, utterly fagged ; but sleep

did not visit Garrow. Five minutes after-

wards anchor was weighed, and with a

kindly breeze they dropped down the river.

Four bells struck as Pier lay dozing,

forgetful of all that had passed since he

was cradled in a nice luxurious berth aboard

* La Donna.' The late hour startled him,

and in a flash he recollected what work lay

in hand that day. Whilst he dressed, a
VOL. III. c
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tap sounded at the door, and a stranger

entered—a pleasant-looking man, some ten

years older than himself.

" Good morning, Master Pier," he said,

with a friendly but respectful grin. " Well,

youVe grown into a handsome young

gentleman, you have that."

Pier stared. The accent and the expres-

sion recalled Weybridge, and a sudden,

most improbable thought struck him.

" Did you ever see me before ?

"

The man laughed quietly.

" Pve had you in these here arms whilst

nurse was carrying on with gardener, ay,

many's the time."

" Your name is Dixon ?
"

" Well, of all the— You don't say you

mind— Well, I am deed."

" You were in my father's service twenty

years ago ?

"

" Pve said Pm deed ! A man can't put

it straighter than that. Why, you wasn't

more'n five years old when I left."
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" Never mind. I know all about you
—'*

" Why, of course you do ! What a lout

I am ! It was you, sir, as put this adver-

tisement in the paper ?
"

He unfolded an ancient sheet, which had

gone through many hands in travelling half

round the world."

" Yes, it was my friends. Old Ben,

whom you remember, told us you could

give some information of great value to me

now."

" I guessed what it was, sir. I aren't

always so dull as just now. And when

I see the advertisement, I went to the

magistrate at Singapore, and I made an

affidavit which is home by this time."

** I shall be grateful to you for life,

Dixon," Pier said, taking his hand. " You

must never leave me again."

" We'll talk of that, sir, when the scrim-

mage is over," he answered, with a cloudy

brow. " But I am glad to have shaken

hands with you again, Mister Pier, what-
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ever happens, I am. You're your father's

son.''

" Now tell me all you know. It is of

the greatest importance to me."

" So it is, sir. When the captain showed

me that there paper, I wasn't long in

puzzling out what Mr. Ford and Sons

wanted John Dixon for—him as had been

page-boy with Mr. Eawdon of Weybridge.

John Dixon ha'n't a many secrets as would

interest Mr. Ford and Sons."

" But what is this you have to

say ?

" Well, I see the document signed, sir,

and I heard Mr. Collins explain it all."

" To whom—to whom ?
"

" I was holding wool for Mrs. Lambert,

and she was there. And Mr. Lambert, he

was there ; and Mr. Collins, he was there.'*

'' Nobody else ?

"

" That's what I've turned over and over

a thousand times. It seems to me there

was another, but who he was the Lord
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knows. He must have been a stranger, I'd

take oath of that."

" How is it you remember so much ?

"

" Well, sir, to speak truth, it struck me

as hard that a little chap like you, scarcely

out of long clothes, should have all that

there property, whilst bigger boys had to

work for a shilling. No offence meant.

Mister Pier."

" The same thought has struck me, and

wiser people than both of us. Well ?

"

" Mr. Collins he read over all you was to

have when Mr. Eawdon died, and they

talked of it. And I see Mr. Rawdon sign

his name ; I remember that, for there was

jokes passed about it."

'' Who were the trustees, and who were

the witnesses ?

"

" Tve told all I recollect, sir, and it

aren t no use inventing. When I had done

the wool Mrs. Lambert sent me away."

" And how long is this ago ?

"

" I've thought on that hard, and it seems
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as if it was six months, not more, before

I went to sea. That would be betwixt

twenty and twenty-one years ago."

" And you have embodied all these facts

in an affidavit ?
"

" Yes, sir, I have. You see a man's life

aren't half its natural value in these seas,

what with one thing and another. If he

has any matter important to do, he'd best

do it quickly,"

" Then why have you chosen such a

service ? You are an officer, I see, and I

am sure a smart one."

" Well, it's paid according. If the risk's

something, it's counted in the profits. You

see, we run up and down these coasts,

entering places where only rowdy Malays

and thieving Chinamen appear as a rule.

And we pay down, not honest prices I

allow, but six times what the poor devils

are used to get at a long credit. And so

they've come to know us, and they hold on

to what they have against our arrival. If
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it wasn't for pirates and bad charts we

could do twice the business, and make a

fortune all round in a year or two."

" If it wasn't for pirates and bad charts

you would have all Singapore engaged in

your traffic. Have you ever had a serious

fight with Lanuns, or Balignini, or Sulu ?

"

"I've had four, and I never felt as I do

to-day. There's a kind of presentiment on

me, Mister Pier! What's that?"

A gun spoke out at sea, and another.

Both ran on deck. Under full press of

canvas, the ' Eliza ' was scudding up the

channel betwixt Labuan and Borneo. Be-

fore her course lay a chain of islands,

radiant in the morning sun, plumes of

verdure girdled by white fleece of foam.

Amongst them the Lanun praus were

scudding, and the shots had come from

Bruni vessels firing at long range.

" Morning, sir ! " said Captain Banks,

coolly. " It's a pretty sight, isn't it ?
"

None but a blind man could have dis-
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putecl that. The broad white bay sparkled

and shone beneath a sky azure blue, flecked

with balls of driving cloud. Upon one side

it heaved in diamonds to the pale horizon
;

on the other it was bounded by a stretch of

snowy sand, a wall of dark-green bush, and

the misty, glimmering summits of untrod-

den hills. Before them, to the left, lay pale

Labuan, and the laughino^ islets in mid

channel. Ahead were the brown pirate

ships, flying over the sea, so swift they

seemed to travel under the maddened beat of

oars and straining lateen sail. Their pen-

nons streamed defiantly from mast and

poop, long triangles of silk with grim de-

vices, tied on a cross-bar. All round, before

and behind the ' Eliza,' pressed the Bruni

praus, scudding in a cloud of spray. Bril-

liant they were with flags, and fluttering

robes of silk, and sparkling weapons. But

Dixon pointed out how woefully their

strength was scattered. A half-dozen of

the best equipped must soon reach fighting
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distance of the Lanuns ; but their supports

strag:Q:led in the rear, and a mass of Bruni

vessels was stretched out behind the * Eliza.'

Captain Banks confirmed his hint, saying

gravely,

" Yes, it's a pretty sight for a man and

for a sailor ! Lor', how them Lanuns drive

along ! But if they was to put about

—

where are you then 1
"

Garrow was leaning on the taffrail. He

could hear, but he paid no attention.

" Where is the Tomanggong's prau ?

"

asked Kawdon.

*' It's alongside yonder, but the Datu, he's

come aboard here. The best thing too for

him ; he can see better what's going on."

" And doesn't he pay attention ? A

landsman like myself can see the danger."

" Oh, the Tomanggong has been signal-

ling this half-hour with all his might, but

no one heeds, though we've hoisted his

pennant. Them Malays get mad when they

smell a fight and plunder. There'll be
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smart work before long. Mark them five

islands as stand across the straits. D'ye see

what the pirates is about ? When they first

caught sight of us fairly, they was making

for the passage betwixt Burong and Ino

yonder, which would take them before the

wind, past Labuan. But when they see us,

they hauled off, sailing across our bows to

the easterly channel, betwixt Daat and the

mainland, or perhaps betwixt Daat and

Malamkasan there. They won't get in

before some of our Malays fall foul of them,

but what then ? Just look ! You could

cover all their squadron with a pocket-hand-

kerchief, as the saying is. Mark their dis-

position. There's thirteen big praus in the

van and thirteen in the rear, carrying heavy

metal, and stuffed with fightiug men, you

may bet on that. When the small craft

are near the opening of the passage, our

fellows will be driving into them, and then

—then you'll see some business."

'' How ?
"
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" You'll see those twenty-six big praus

yonder just let their sails drop, out with the

sweeps—and there'll be a good deal of Malay

mincemeat floating; round in ten minutes.

Leastways, if these are the sort of Lanuns

I've had dealings with."

He withdrew to consult with the Tom-

anggong, and to inspect his battery. The

fire grew still hotter from the foremost

Bruni boats, but the Lanuns did not reply.

In a few moments Captain Banks re-

turned.

'' Them chaps are fools," he said. " They

don't heed the Tomanggong not a morsel

though he has put out his biggest signals,

and beat his drums and gongs so as Bairam

feast is a blessed silence to it." He con-

tinued with hesitation :

'' Don't suppose I

want to back out of a bargain, if I say

there's still time to change your minds,

gentlemen. It will be rough work, and

these Bruni swells are daft."

"Yes/' Sweyn cried suddenly. "The
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captain is right. Put me on board the

Tomanggong's prau, and return. I beg you

to do so, Pier."

Pier laughed, and threw his arm round

the other's neck.

" You wouldn't have dared make such a

selfish proposition over sharing toffee fifteen

years ago."

" No, by gum !
" cried Banks. " If it's a

question of leaving anybody behind, Fm not

in it neither. We'll—I thought so !

"

The foremost craft of the Lanun fleet had

doubled Daat Island, under a fire now severe.

Each hoisted a yellow flag as it went round,

and a sudden movement was visible in the

great war praus following. They hauled

their sheets, after a moment, and bore

straight down on the pursuers. The smoke

of their brass lelas, discharged with practised

rapidity, enveloped them upon the instant,

but the clash of gongs and talawals was

faintly heard even at such a distance. .The

leading Malays turned to rejoin their main
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body. But in a few minutes the Lanuns

were amongst them ; a serried throng of

boarders mustered on the fighting-deck,

their naked skins glistening in the sunshine,

and their tossed arms sparkling. With ease

they outpaced and out-manoeuvred the

Bruni vessels, half their size, and indiffer-

ently manned. Four of the pursuing fleet

were caught, and in a mass compact, the

boarders swung down. It was over in a

moment. The greater number of the crew

leapt overboard. Those resisting were over-

whelmed. Then the empty craft drifted

away, gradually filling.

'* How many men have we ? " cried

Sweyn.

" Sixteen white," the captain answered,

" and there's two score of the Tomanggong's

people alongside, a-messing and a-shrieking."

" Call them on board ; fliug them ropes.

We must depend on ourselves."

As the ' Eliza ' cleft the radiant waves

full speed, the Tomanggong shouted to
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boats in reach ; their amphibious warriors

sprang overboard, and came swarming up

the side.

The Lanuns had sped back, swift as they

came, and formed in rear of the weaker

squadron as it passed up the channeL

Not daunted, but cautioned, the Malays

paused to take some kind of order, before

returning to the assault. Meanwhile, they

fired their long brass guns. The pirates

necessarily slackened speed in that cramped

and narrow passage, and the * Eliza ' gained

on them fast. But it became evident that

when once they had gone through, they

could laugh at her pursuit upon the open

sea.

Half-an-hour passed. A series of brisk

actions began as the Malay vessels drew

together. Two Lanun praus had been cut

off by concerted manoeuvres, but things

looked ill. The foremost craft had cleared

the channel, and as they did so, they raised

the yellow flag again.
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Sweyn was staxiding, very white of face,

watching the destruction of his vengeful

hopes. Suddenly his eyes lit up.

"What is that, captain?" he cried.

" They are turning in shore !

"

It was true. Through the drifting smoke,

the leading praus were seen to change their

course, and a sort of pause, a hesitation, was

apparent amongst the war-boats following.

They closed up, and formed in line.

" The Lord knows what it means !
" said

Dixon, watching through his glass. " But

it comes to this, as we're going to have a

real fight at last. I knew it," he added.
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CHAPTEK 11.

LAN DNS AT BAY.

Dixon was evidently right. Vessel by

vessel the Lanun fleet drew up to the

island Malankasan, and dropped anchor.

What could be their motive Banks was at

a loss to conjecture, but the pirates plainly

intended to stand. The small boats, laden

with non-combatants, ran upon the beach

itself, and the women and children landed

—

their brio:ht dresses beaming; aQ;ainst white

sand and dark green forest. The largest

vessels formed line outside, keeping regular

distance as they anchored, and a swarm of

men and women busied themselves on deck.

Captain Banks watched anxiously through
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his glasses, and Dixon shook his head

continuously.

Meanwhile, the war-praus kept out to

sea, and they gathered in one powerful

squadron. The ' Eliza ' was now fairly in the

channel betwixt Daat and Malankasan,

within range of the pirates, and moment-

arily closing on them. The Bruni ships

scudded and hurried in all directions, firing

as fast as they could load, doing evident

mischief. But the Lanuns, as all could

see, were gathering for a swoop down that

narrow passage. For aptness of seaman-

ship, as for devilry of character, they have

no equal in eastern waters, perhaps not in

the world. Nearly all the Malay peoples

tire brave, good sailors, and used to arms,

but they do not hold their own against these

supreme masters of battle.

When the ' Eliza ' was about a mile away,

the pirate squadron dipped oars and sprang

forward, like a dog from the leash. The

Bruni vessels turned, scudding towards the
VOL. III. D
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'Eliza/ making her the point of rendezvous.

But half a dozen were captured and sunk,

one after another. The loss of life in these

cases is comparatively small. When a crew

found itself overpowered, all who could

move jumped into the sea.

The ' Eliza ' now kept up an uninter-

rupted fire with her eighteen-pounders. A
Lanun war-boat is a model of shipbuilding,

surprisingly strong as swift. But it is

not made to withstand such heavy metal.

Round shot pass from side to side through

those fragile craft, which would meet a

typhoon, and sink them. But they moved

so swiftly and tortuously, that the gunners

could take no aim, and two only were struck

before bullets began to fly thick aboard the

' Eliza,' with that musical but threatening

hum which he who has once heard does not

forget. Summoned by blare of gong and

scream of whistle, every sound of which

they understood, the pirates drew in to

surround the English ship. Their sweeps
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worked like mad machinery. From three

sides the storm of missiles swept singing over

the deck. Blind to all but the joy of

slaughter, the Lanun heeds not a jot

whether friends be in the line of fire.

Unable to bear that hail of lead, the crew

lay down on deck. Within a few moments

the sails of the ' Eliza ' fluttered loose in rags,

and she lost way. Banks at the wheel

dropped and lay groaning ; Dixon rose

quietly and took his place, whilst Pier,

creeping under shelter of the broken bul-

warks, dragged the wounded captain towards

the companion. As he reached it, a big

prau crashed alongside, half its sweeps

snapping at the impact. There was time

to fire one gun, and the pirates swarmed

aboard. Kampilan in teeth, fifty desperate

warriors leapt from their fighting deck, and

engaged hand to hand. Well was it then

that Garrow had reinforced the crew with

every swimming man who could grasp a

rope. Springing to their feet, the Malays
D 2
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and English seamen opposed the boarders,

who were driven over the side to breathe

for a new attempt.

But others poured in from every quarter,

and the ' Eliza s ' crew, gathered, pressed into

a solid phalanx, made head on all sides.

One half of them, heavily swaying to and

fro, could not use their arms. Command

or direction there was none, but a massive

strain of opposing crowds. The dead and

the wounded could not fall, but upright or

drooping they swayed this way and that,

breast to breast, face against face.

For some minutes, which seemed hours,

that awful melee lasted. Then suddenly

the crush ceased, the pirates drew back,

and corpses fell down, one on another, a

wall betwixt the living combatants. Bruni

vessels, sweeping up, attacked the enemy

in rear, with all the advantage of numbers.

To meet this new assault, the outermost

Lanuns turned, but those who remained,

unconscious or heedless of the danger, made
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a fight not unequal. Pier and Sweyn led a

charge, springing across the barrier of dead.

The Lanuns also recognized a leader, a

big old man, whose clothes had been ripped

off him. His face, his bare, ropy limbs

painted gules with blood, his broken teeth

gapped and opalescent, his eyes bloodshot,

and long grey hair all loose, made him a

very incarnation of the fiend which ani-

mates his people. Sweyn rushed at him,

and with a sudden flash in his glaring eyes

the old chief met him half-way. The heavy

kampila.n whirled round with such tremen-

dous force that though it clashed full upon

the cutlass grasped with steady hand,

Garrow was twisted round and slipped

amongst the blood, falling prone. A rush

of Malays saved him: Inch by inch the

Lanuns gave way, and when Sweyn re-

covered footing, bruised by the trample of

contending foes, he saw the last of the

pirates driven overboard, and the Malays

springing after them.
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The struggle on the prau was brief.

Every Laimn who could move leapt into

the sea, trying to regain a friendly vessel.

Taking possession, the Malays sped on,

amidst a crowd of swimmers, whom they

shot or speared with savage jests. From

the ruinous fighting deck, cleared of corpses

by a short and simple operation, the

Englishmen could survey the scene. Several

Lanun praus had been captured, and the

rest were pulling hastily, fighting as they

went, towards a small cove on the mainland,

where the remainder of the fleet lay close

in shore. A number of small craft wxre

evidently abandoned, floating and drifting

at mercy of the waves and winds. But

the larger had anchored in line with their

bows to seaward, about ten yards apart,

linked together with hawsers, but leaving

a space between. It was evident they

meant to make a stand, but the prepara-

tions for defence were not nearly complete.

Women hurried to and fro, putting up the
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ampilans or ball-proof planks along the

gunwale, dragging guns about ; and it might

be that these were heavy guns brought

up from the hold, artillery of position,

which had been mounted doubtless in the

batteries of their island home.

The vessels already armed kept up a hot

lire, which daunted the Malays. One by

one these dropped the pursuit, as the

Lanun praus drew closer to their friends,

contenting themselves with a distant cannon-

ade. And as friendly vessels approached,

they passed through the gap, taking station

behind the line, and hastily discharging

their crews into the vessels anchored.

The ' Eliza' alone could force this position,

if forced it might be. The friends returned

on board, wh-ere they found the Datu

Tomanggong chewing betel in bland fury.

Some persons, fortunately unknown, bad

trodden on his Excellency. He had not

been able to breathe for a quarter of an

hour, so he casually swore, and he was
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passing the time in devising torments for the

Lannns. The mortally wounded and the dead

of both parties had been pitched overboard, so

thorough are sanitary measures in those seas.

But all the deck was slippery with blood.

The Tomanggong had not found time or

breath to glance around, and he was much

surprised to hear that all was not finished

save division of the spoil. With difficulty

he arose, to survey the situation, and de-

clared at once that reinforcements must be

sent for. Garrow fiercely protested. At

nightfall the Lanuns would steal away,

and the guilty at least, the Eajah and his

followers, would escape.

" Then why have they anchored here ?

"

said the Tomanggong quietly. '*You do

not understand ? Look !
" He stretched

out his lean arm. " Do you not perceive

that smoke on the horizon ? It is a steamer

from Labuan. Those on board have heard

our firing. Within three hours or less it

will be here."
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"The more reason to attack at once. We
want no English man-o'-war to help us.

This is my fleet, is it not ? Paid by me.

I give the order to attack—do you refuse ?
"

The Tomanggong said nothing, but he

went astern. A moment afterwards his

gong boomed out, and the red flag, with

emblazonings of the royal yellow, was waved

—to summon the Pangerans. Some had

already come on board ; others, detained by

plunder, hastily replied. Presently all those

qualified to assist at a council of war were

squatting in a circle in the poop, discussing

the course of action.

Meanwhile Pier had been seeking his

friend the mate. After awhile, he found a

seaman who had carried him below, severely

wounded. Going down. Pier found Dixon

just released from the hands' of Malay prac-

titioners, who knew enough of surgery to

declare that his case was hopeless. As for

the captain, his hurts were much less serious,

though painful.
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"The thought will pursue me always,"

said Pier, deeply moved, " that you, to whom

I owe so much, were killed in my quarrel."

" It might be worse, sir," answered Dixon,

faintly. " You'll take care of my old mother,

won't you, Mister Pier. Ay, I know that 1

Captain Banks will give you her address.

There's a something on my mind ! Pm fail-

ing fast, and they say a dying man's word is

took in court like Scripture. Now, sir, just

you draw out the affidavit you know on, and

the Captain, he'll witness it."

"Don't trouble now. There are other

things you should think of, my poor fellow."

" Let's get business done, sir. Pll have

time to repent when this is off my mind.

Pens and paper is in the steward's cupboard

there. Now write, Mr. Pier.

" ' I, John Dikon, being wounded to death

by—the pirates !
' Mr. Pier, sir, just say

the ' pirates ' short
—

' do make my dying

confession
— '

"

" Excuse me !
" said the captain, interested.
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" It's usual to put it ' being sound in

mind.'

"

" Ay, ay, sir !
' being wounded to death

by the pirates, but sound in mind, do make

my dying confession. In or about the year

1853, being page-boy at Mr. Kawdon's of

Weybridge, I see Mr. Eawdon sign a deed,

giving all his property to Mr. Pier. That I

swear, as I hope for salvation—and I swear

to everything else as is set down in the

affidavit I took before the magistrate at

kSingapore, on the ninth of April.' Now

I'll sign, sir. Where is it ?

"

He scrawled his name somehow, and

eagerly watched the captain witness it. Then

he lay still for a moment with eyes shut.

" I'm a going fast, sir. It's nigh over,

and I don't suffer. Eh, Mrs. Rawdon would

give a something for that document, wouldn't

she ? Killed by them Lanuns ! You'll look

after the mother, sir, won't you ?

"

And so, quite quietly, he died in a few

moments.
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Sweyn descended the companion.

" Gone, poor fellow ? We'll avenge him

with the others. Come on deck, Pier.

The Tomanggong is landing a force, and I

go with it. What you have to do is to

keep those devils engaged in front, whilst

we creep up to them through the woods.

Had this poor fellow any relations, captain ?

They shall not miss his wages at least.

Good-bye, Pier. Come on deck as soon as

you can."

Pier had been arranging the dead man's

limbs.

" Stay !
" he said. " I am with you.

Explain to me the plan."

They found the Malays refitting, splicing,

knotting, to get the vessel under way again.

From time to time a heavy shot hurtled

amongst them, but they were too busy to

reply. The party told oflf to land were

gathered in sampans and canoes under

shelter of the vessel, and they impatiently

waited for Garrow. The scheme of attack
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was simple. Landing round the nearest

point, out of cannon-range, this force pro-

posed to work silently along, and take the

Lanuns in rear. The flanking vessels of

their line, stretched across a little cove,

were moored within sixty yards of the

forest ; the space behind the fighting praus

was thronged with small craft which had

conveyed non-combatants and property.

Most of these were empty now, some of

the women having gone to die beside their

husbands ; others, with the children, having

taken refuge on shore. Their gay dresses

could be seen amongst the trees.

One grip of the hand the friends

exchanged and parted ; Garrow had no

word nor thought but for vengeance. The

Lanuns could not mistake the design on

foot when they saw canoes shoot out one

by one from the lee side of the ' Eliza,'

and paddle hurriedly away. But they could

do nothing efi'ectual to oppose the move-

ment, saving to concentrate their fire on
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the crowded craft. Two or three suffered,

l)ut they kept so far apart that the loss

was trifling. And when the last of those

sampans, carrying five hundred men, slipped

out of view around the point, the Lanuns

knew their doom. Not a man quailed,

scarcely a woman, even when she thought

of her little ones. She gathered them round

her, as a tigress gathers her cubs, and waited

knife in hand.

"The second mate took command of the

*' Eliza,' and under his directions, forestalled

by skilfid volunteers, she was refitted suf-

ficiently for the work in hand. Every

Malay is a practical seaman, and the

greater part of those on board had served,

not unintelligently, upon English or Dutch

vessels. In an hour they had done their

work, and the war-praus had taken up

their stations impatient for the fray. All

this time the cannonade was incessant on

either side. The lighter Bruni craft, which

could not sustain a direct advance against
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such heavy guns as were now mounted

by the enemy, had found safe points

whence to harass him. Parties had occu-

pied the rocks more or less fortified by

nature, and had transported their light

pieces. Some party-fighting ensued upon

this movement ; the Lanuns sallying out

to storm such annoying forts, the Bruni

men gathering to repulse them. All this

was trifling to the main issue, but it

prevented the enemy from completing his

defences as thoroughly as he would have

wished.

Meanwhile, the smoke of the steamer

on the horizon grew plainer and clearer.

The firing had doubtless been heard on

board, travelling down the wind, and at

quickened speed she would reach the spot

within two hours. Pier understood why

Garrow hurried ; if the pirates surrendered

to an English captain, good-bye to his hopes

of retribution. Upon the success of his

attack depended the immediate issue of
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the fight, which was now a siege. A
direct assault could scarcely prevail against

that hawser-bound array of ships, each a

floating battery, sheltered by the breast-

work of stout planks carried by the Lanuns

for such straits as this. The carpenter of

the ' Eliza ' had done what he could to

improvise a similar defence, but it was

very imperfect.

When all was ready, about two o'clock,

the Tomanggong signalled a general ad-

vance, and with a crash of gongs and

talawals, a hollow, hurried beat of tum-

tums, the praus gave way. Perceiving that

the great effort was now at hand, the La-

nuns ceased firing, heedless of the mischief

caused by the * Eliza's' cannon. As the fleet

sj)ed on, and the clearing smoke revealed

more plainly what desperate work lay ahead,

the English sailors muttered to each other.

Fifteen great praus made the first line,

blinded and mufiled, as it were, with shot-

proof boards, through which, here and
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there, peeped the silent muzzle of a gun.

Dimly through these embrasures they saw

naked forms of men against the sunny

waves behind. Pier observed that the

main armament was concentrated on this

side, and drew the Tomanggong's notice.

That experienced chief saw the opportunity,

and a moment afterwards a canoe shot out

with orders for the leader of the starboard

squadron, which sheered off, to cross the

pirates' front and attack upon the other

flank.

Ten minutes more, silent on the Lanuns'

part, and the ' Eliza ' had approached within

three hundred yards. The movements of

the enemy were distinctly visible.

" Down, every man," cried the Tomang-

gong, throwing himself upon the deck.

As he shouted the line of pirate vessels

broke into flame—a roar, a hurtling din

of shot passed over the 'Eliza,' and she

staggered under blows which struck her

hull. Every sail was pierced and torn, but
VOL. III. E
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the wind right aft urged her forward, and

the gunners bravely replied, piercing hull

and breastwork. Amidst a storm of bul-

lets she drove on, suffering small loss of

life, for the Malays lay prone and fired

through holes cut in the bulwarks. But

presently the heavy Lanun guns sent an-

other crashing volley. Splinters flew, can-

non were disabled, tackle fell headlong to

the deck ; but still the ' Eliza ' drifted in,

and the shrieking Malays kept up their

fire. A third time the roar and hail

passed through their midst. A round shot,

which smashed the Tomanggong beyond

recognition as a thing of human shape,

wounded Pier with splinters. The deck

was strewn with dead and writhing bodies.

So dense was the smoke nothing could be

seen at ten yards' distance, until, with a

sudden shock that brought the injured

foremast down, the ' Eliza ' crashed against

the pirate defences.

In its fixll the mast broke through the
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upper deck of the nearest Lanun prau, and

made a bridge which instantly became a

scene of battle. A swarm of men leapt

on it, by aid of pendant ropes, and met

breast to breast. The slippery foothold

was like firm earth to that race of pre-

hensile toes, but the pirates running on

from their shattered deck had an advan-

tage. The heavy ground-swell burst apart

the craft, but the fallen mast linked them

together, and the aerial combat went on

fiercely. Men dropped into the sea, and

there renewed the combat until one or

other sank. But the Lanuns gradually

forced their way, and from the protection

of the ampilans their comrades kept up

a deadly fire. " Load ! load !
" cried Pier,

setting the example, and when in a few

moments the vessels crushed together on

the swell, all the battery of the ' Eliza ' was

discharged at arm's-length. Both keels

staggered under the shock, the Lanun decks

were cleared, and an overwhelming force
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of Bruni men poured in. Some few of

tlie enemy stood their ground, and fell

upon the heap of slaughtered comrades,

mostly women. But the greater number

sprang overboard, as usual, taking refuge

on the praus on either side.

The triumph was very short. Whilst

the ' Eliza ' was occupied with the batteries

immediately in front, the Malay fleet had

been repulsed all along the port line of

attack, unable to face those heavy cannon.

Several vessels had sunk, and the rest

drew off in panic, running to shore with

the hope of avoiding a like fate. Relieved

of this distraction, all the Lanuns of the

port side concentrated their efforts on the

' Eliza ' and her prize, heedless of course

whether friend were injured when they

aimed at a foe. The praus on either

hand opened a deadly fire at ten yards'

distance. Stirred now by the delirium

of battle, and the pressing necessity to

advance, Pier jumped into a sampan heav-
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ing alongside. Scores of men followed him,

those who found no room swimming, kris

in mouth. A dozen strokes of the paddle

brought them to the nearest prau, and

Pier, lifted on the swell, sprang aboard

in the after-part, where no ampilans made

a barrier. A throng of savages were on

him before he regained his feet—their

heavy swords whirled—he fell, gashed in

every limb. But others had followed,

swarming up on all sides. Regardless of

an enemy disabled, the pirates trampled

him as he lay. His own immediate party

was repulsed, but a whistle summoned the

victors forward, and again they rushed

over him, their horny feet striking like

sharp hoofs. Pier lay quiet, half-stunned.

He felt himself grasped by the hair, felt

his head drawn back.

Looking up he met the same ferocious

eyes which had glared at Sweyn three

hours before, peering dry and bloodshot

through long grey hair that fell like a
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liorsetail in one twisted whisp across the

old man's wrinkled brow and down his

hack. The thin large mouth was twisted

to a grin that showed the few black teeth.

But as he drew Pier's head back, the grin

vanished in a disappointed scowl.

With all the strength of his knuckly

foot, hard as a root, he kicked the pros-

trate man ; then took him by the hair

tig^ain, bendino^ back his throat. Pier

struggled feebly, and cried out. The old

man paused, and looked suddenly over

him. Troubled though his vision, Pier

saw a girl rush by, her long hair stream-

ing, her purple skirt a-flutter. A word

was spoken—a kris gleamed—and his head

released fell heavily upon the deck. There

was a rush of feet, a warm soft body fell

on his. He remembered no more.
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CHAPTEK III.

AT HOME AGAIN.

'* PooE girl—poor girl !
" sighed Lach^

Latham. " So she saved your life and

died 1 Who killed her ?
"

" If I knew that, I fear I should merit

some of the reproof you have been lavishing

on poor Sweyn. Perhaps she killed herself

—many did !

"

" Pray go on ! " said Mary.

" You will understand that I recollect no

more, but the rest has been told me many

times. It was the attack of our starboard

squadron which drew the pirates' attention.

And then, in a few moments, Sweyn's party

broke out of the woods. A terrible scene
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followed. The Lanun women ashore—in

brief, they stabbed every child too young to

fight, and with the elder they rushed at the

Malays. All, or nearly all, were killed.

Meantime the warriors, beset in front and

rear, abandoned their smaller craft, concen-

trating in the four largest. Suddenly they

cut the hawsers, and 'at full speed of their

long sweeps dashed through the enemy,

who, taken by surprise, cleared a passage.

But the man-o'-war had been drawing

nearer all this time, though we were too

much occupied to notice. She stood right

across the pirates' course, and fired a gun

summoning them to halt. They took no

heed, hastily getting up sail. Boats were

lowered, under a white flag, and they took

possession of the nearest prau. The Lanuns

on board received our sailors cheerfully, and

pulled alongside the vessel without demur.

But whilst some of them aided to attach a

hawser, the whistle sounded and every

white man on board was cut down. From
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the lower deck, also, they treacherously

thrust spears through the open ports,

wounding officers and crew gathered there

to watch the proceedings. Then they

sprang to their oars again and bounded off.

'^ The steamer poured in a charge of grape

which shattered sweeps and rowers, and as

the prau lay helpless, her bows crushed

through it, and it sank instantly. But

even then the Lanuns were unconquered.

Some paddled round, not trying to escape,

until a sailor bent to lift them out of the

water. Then they stabbed at his bare

throat, or seized him to drag him down.

So our men took to noosing the pirates,

or stunning them with blows, before trying

to save their lives. Seeing their trick dis-

covered, all the swimmers started to over-

take the other praus. The boats pulled

their hardest, and they overtook several

who were wounded ; these threw up their

hands, and went down, as a pebble sinks.

"After this, the steamer caught another
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vessel, all the crew of which jumped over-

board, after murdering some slaves ; the

remaining two escaped. Their crews landed

at Labuan that night, to fill their water-

casks at a stream, when they killed two

Chinamen who happened to fall in their

way. And no one knows what became of

them after."

" What monsters ! " cried Lady Latham.

Mary was breathless and pale with

horror.

" Are you quite certain," asked Sir

James, ''that you were not imposed on?

Sailors are very fond of romance."

" So especially are Marines, who have a

whole class of travellers' literature devoted

to them," said Jim.

" I have told you nothing, sir, which

cannot be paralleled in the despatches of

Keppel, and Cochrane, and Belcher, and

Brooke. If you will point out any incident

that tries your faith too hard, with the help

of naval friends to find me chapter and
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paragraph; I will show you a like case, if

not one more shocking, in official records."

'' I could not have believed there were

such devils in human shape existing
!

" said

Sir James."

" Please go on with the tale ! " Mary

repeated.

"It is soon finished now. When the

man-o'-war returned from the chase, Sweyn

carried me on board, and in twelve hours I

was landed at Labuan. I recovered not so

quick as a man could wish, but at length

they got me to Singapore, where I took a

P. & 0. steamer, and the kindest of friends

welcome me home."

'^We should have been glad to see Mr.

Garrow with you," said Lady Latham.

" But he is evidently as deep in love

as ever."

" Deeper, if possible. That message

which you were so good as to obtain from

Jehanne acted like a charm. Without it,

he would not have returned home, and of
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course it has drawn him to Paris like a

magnet."

" Ah, I hope we acted wisely," said Lady-

Latham doubtfully.

" And what are you going to do now,

Pier ?
" asked Sir James.

" I did not quite finish my story after

all. Just after they got Captain Banks out

of her, the ' Eliza ' sank, carrying to the

bottom, I regret to say, poor Dixon's last

declaration. AVhen I think of that fine

fellow so miserably cut off in our quarrel, I

feel guilty and ashamed.''

" But do you mean that you left such an

important paper in the cabin or wherever

it was ?
"

" You see, sir, there was a good deal of

excitement just at that time, the row begin-

ning, and Sweyn going ofi" I don't really

recollect what I did with the paper, nor can

Banks. It is certainly lost."

" A valuable document to be picked up

by an unscrupulous person," said Lady
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Latham. " Have you perfect confidence in

this Captain Banks ?
"

" Certainly not ! To tell the real truth,

I have suspected this man all along. But

Ford tells me the paper has no real value

to my case, so I have taken no steps."

Whilst the others consulted, Mary ex-

claimed with emphasis, " How could you

ask me to get that message from Jehanne ?

I shall never forgive myself for persuading

her."

'' If you think he is to blame for that

poor girl's fate, I assure you it is a great

injustice. You used to like Sweyn."

" One outgrows childish admirations. You

did very wrong to suggest it."

" Perhaps Madlle. de Perouac has changed

her mind. I see many revolutions at home."

Sir James interposed. ** Where is this

fellow Banks ?

"

" He sailed for England by a merchant

ship which reached London some ten days

ago. Be sure I have kept my eye on him,
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Sir James. Ford was warned, and he got

his address in town."

" Did you see Ford in passing through ?
"

" Yes. As soon as he heard from me from

Singapore he called on Mrs. Lambert, but she

was too ill to receive him, and he thought

it better not to excite suspicion as I said

I was returning as soon as I could. Mrs.

Lambert must know who the other trustee

was, if, as is almost certain, there were two.

Perhaps it ¥/as Collins, but more probably

my father chose an old friend."

"It is so very strange," said Lady

Latham, "that Mrs. Lambert should have

kept silence up to now. I cannot under-

stand that."

" We must suppose she did not know the

circumstances. I don't for an instant

believe that Mrs. Lambert would have any

part in a fraud."

" Your former scruples about dispossess-

ing your sister have vanished ? " Mary said.

" Not in the least. My feelings do not
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chanore as I otow older. But Mrs. Rawdoii

shall be brought to acknowledge that she

holds her position at my mercy, and that

is all my vengeance."

" If you wish to marry," said Jim Latham,

''you won't find many girls who take such

a high-minded view of a family sentiment.

Have you thought of that ?
"

" No, I had not considered the matter

in that point of view," Pier answT^red,

gravely.

" Don't talk cynical nonsense, Jim,"

exclaimed Lady Latham. "There are

thousands— Are you going, Mary ?
"

"I have supped so full of horrors that

I must invite Wilson to sleep in my room,

if you will let her, mamma. Good night,

Mr. Rawdon. It must be an empty form

to wish you pleasant dreams henceforward,

I should think."

" You are not mistaken !

"

Mary tried to stare down his grave and

meanino; look with an air of unconscious-
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ness, but the effort failed. Her eyes con-

fessed the understanding, but there was no

sympathy or kindness in them.

Lady Latham also withdrew, and the

gentlemen betook themselves to the

smoking-room. Here the talk was earnest

on topics really serious to the human kind.

Pier had shot tigers at Johore, a rhinoceros

in Sumatra ; had chased deer on a bare-

backed horse with the Wajos of Celebes
;

had enjoyed single combat with a panther
;

had bagged a snake twenty-five feet long

;

in short, had done all and everything which

it becomes the Far-Eastern traveller to

accomplish. But he disliked story-telling,

and his adventures were recounted drily.

" Upon my word," laughed Sir James,

" your record of sport is about as lively

hearing as a page of my game-book. I

thought better of your gifts as a story-teller

from the narrative we had just now. Do

your wounds pain you still ?
"

" The bandages make me feel like an
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infant in swaddling-clothes that don't fit.

I will go to my room if you will let me

leave so early this one night

"

He went, but not to sleep. This was

the return to which he had looked forward

with such keen longing. Imagination had

not pictured Mary more beautiful than she

was ; but how different the greeting he

had rehearsed a thousand times ! Her

father met him at the station, even James

so timed his ride as to welcome him there.

Lady Latham was waiting at the hall door.

But Mary sat in the tea-room, occupied

with some trivial work, and she did not

rise till her mother called her joyfully.

There was no change of colour, scarcely a

({uiver of the eyelids. Her voice might

be somewhat hoarse, but that was imme-

diately explained by the declaration of a

slight cold. In a manner just such as is

enjoined by good breeding, she made

remarks precisely fitted to the situation
;

recognizing the former intimacy, dwelling
VOL. III.
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nicely on the alarm Pier had caused, and

establishing as plain as possible that since

he had escaped those perils, the interest

felt in him had lapsed. Such was the

manner she had kept all evening, unless

when stirred by natural emotion.

This was the girl he had adored for

years as his peculiar deity, the human

embodiment of that sweet little cherub who

sits up aloft guarding a mans life—this

cool, uninterested specimen of the fine

young lady ! It was the upset of his

visions, his plans of life. If this were not a

deception, the future had no more rewards.

Rawdon was not quite so ignorant of

womankind as to be unaware that some-

times indifference is assumed, nor that there

are girls who love to play a part in wanton-

ness. But supposing this the case, he

found no comfort. His Mary, the child he

had loved, must be transformed beyond

recognition when siie sought such arts. To

reconcile himself to that change, he must
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fall out of love with his ideal. The whole

incident lay beyond explaining. Until the

news reached her of his safety, what anxious

letters, mail after mail, she wrote ; what

kind and delicate—as he thought, what

loving—fancies she expressed ! They had

stopped when that too impulsive letter

assured Lady Latham of his escape. Did

the metamorphosis date from that time, and

to what could it be owing ? Unless a rival

had won her heart ? If it could not be

trusted for an absence of eighteen months,

stimulated by sympathy with such dangers

as men do not often undergo, it was never

worth the winning. But what love that

deserved the name was consoled by philo-

sophical reflections ?

Pier retained the habit of early rising,

which is one of the maladies acquired -in

the tropics. At dawn next day he woke,

oppressed with a heavy sorrow, which for

a moment he did not recognize. But it

all came upon him, a thousand painful
F 2
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thoughts. Bed was a torment, and he

dressed himself hastily. Not a soul stirred

in the house, as he quietly slipped down-

stairs, wondering as he passed the silent

corridors which was Mary's room. He

imagined her sleeping, the heartless, lovely

little creature, smiling as she dreamed of

that man, favoured by Heaven, who had

supplanted him. The mind-picture added

another woe. He unbarred the hall~ dour

and went out.

It was the still, white, dewy morning-

time that painters cannot render. The

misty grey of dawn has been caught by

one world-genius, the glow of sunrise by a

thousand ; but that autumn light, so cold,

so unfeeling, so unconscious in its austerity,

betwixt the dawn and sunrise, is beyond

the scope of pigments.

Pier longed for exercise to break the

spell of nature and of his own sad thoughts.

Seeking the stables by a well-remembered

path,—how prettily she clung to his arm
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tliat iiiglit when they visited Eros ! how

her sweet eyes danced and shone in the

lantern light !—he looked for an early

groom. Much amazed was that rustic

helper, scrubbing himself at the pump, to

see a swell abroad at six o'clock before the

cub-hunting. He rubbed the yellow soap

from his eyes, and answered that Mr. Yates,

the stud-groom, would not be out for hours
;

in his absence nothing could be done. Pier

strolled across the park to rouse him, and

obtained a sleepy line. Half-an-hour after-

wards he was riding through the pretty

lanes towards Weybridge.

That familiar road was taken unconsci-

ously. The farm-people had begun to stir,

and many of them recognized him, touching

their hats and smiling, after a stare at the

sunburnt face. He stopped to talk with

some, and thus, cantering over the turf,

often pausing to survey a well-remembered

scene, he reached the lodge. All was quiet

there, but some few yards beyond Pier met
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du interesting group. Two women strolled

]jy the roadside, each grasping the hand of

a little girl who walked between them.

The elder caught up her charge in evident

alarm, whilst the younger posted herself in

such a way as to screen Pier from view.

But the child struggled in impatience and

delight, exclaiming,

" I want to see the p'etty horse ! I

am not Tightened ! Let me down 1

"

" Don't come any nearer, please, sir ?
"

entreated the nurse. " Miss Claire is very

timid of strangers."

There was no occasion to name the little

girl. Pier had recognized his half-sister by

the precautions taken, and he sat looking

at her with a smile of saddest interest. She

had gained her feet, and, holding a nurse by

either hand, she drew them across the road ;

very nervously in truth, and with sudden

shrinkings.

'' Well, I never I
" exclaimed both the

women, reluctantly complying.
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"You've quite bewitched Miss Claire,

sir," the elder added, an honest-looking soul,

whose fitness for her duty was displayed

in bold and resolute features, brawny arms,

and fearless eyes.

"Missis will be glad to hear of this,"

said the other. " Perhaps, Miss Claire,

you wouldn't mind seeing grandmamma this

afternoon, as you've got so brave ?
"

The child wrinkled up her pretty face,

as if to cry ; but looking at Pier she

laughed, a faint little cooing note.

" Is Mrs. Lambert at the Hall ?
" he asked.

" Yes, sir. Mrs. Rawdon went to fetch

her, and she arrived sudden the day before

yesterday. No, Miss Claire, you mustn't go

no nearer. It's a pretty gee-gee, yes, it is,

&c., &c. Now, sir, if you don't mind,

would you just quietly walk on ? I don't

know how it may turn out if you stay

longer. Miss Claire is so odd in her ways.

Good morning, sir."

All this while, at a discreet distance, the
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child was prattling to the horse, with timid

smiles for his rider. Pier kissed his hand

and softly withdrew. She shrank back and

changed colour ; but when safe .behind her

nurse's ample petticoats, she kissed her

little hand, and cried, " Good-bye," in a

pretty treble.

As Pier rode on, reflecting over the

difiiculties raised by Mrs. Lambert's visit to

Weybridge, a healthy morning appetite

made itself obnoxious. Rememberino; the

comfortable " public " at Milstone, where he

had stayed in that sad time following his

father's death, he trotted quickly forwards.

The homely people welcomed him, and he

took a light refreshment of bread and cheese

and pears, the chota hazari affectioned on

his Italian tour, ages ago. Is there not

a proverb in shrewd Tuscany—^' Don't tell

the farmer how good pears are with

cheese " ? Whilst thus eno^asred he over-

heard a dialogue between the village post-

man and the servant.
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'' Why," said the latter, " Captain Banks

ha bin gone four days since, an' he didna

say nothin o' comin' back."

" A dunna know about that. Tak' it or

leave it."

"I'll ast the mester."

'* Thee mee ast thee grandam if thee

please, but a dunna wait."

" Thee mat be more neighbourly, post-

man."

" Neebourly ? A've a round o' ateen

mile, eemer nineteen, for ateen shillin's a

week. AVheers yer neeboorly then ? Dunna

thee mak' a fool o' theeself a-thattans, my

lass. Tak' it or leave it."

Pier hurried out.

" Has Captain Banks been here—a sailor-

man, very brown, with a round beard ?

"

"That's him, sir."

" Take the letter by all means. If he

does not return I know his address."

" Why, why, why, if it inna Mester

Pier," exclaimed the old postman. " Glad
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to see thee back from furren parts, Master

Pier. A didna ha' the honour o' drinking

thee health last Christmas, Mester Pier."

" Is that the kindest welcome you have

for me ?
" Pier said, laughing.

" Thank ye kindly, Mester Pier, an' dunna

thee be hard o' poor chaps. Thee went

away for thee own pleasure, an' that cost

some on us ^ve shillin' more or less.

We're gay an' glad to see thee back, but a

five shillin' dunna spoil nothin'."

To the landlord Pier described Banks

minutely, and he could no longer doubt

that he was the man who had been staying

in this suspicious proximity to Weybridge.

He eagerly inquired about the captain's

movements.

" He didna talk much," the landlord said,

"bein out all day, an' stoppin' but one

night. Otherways he might be the man.

There's a letter just a come for him."

" What was he doing here 1
"

" He come to seek out a Widow Dixon,
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as lives ten miles away, t'otlier side o'

Hanstone. I says to him, ' It's a roundabout

road you're come, captain/ He laughs an'

he says, * A mon canna sail straight ashore

as he can asea.'
"

"How did he go?"

" In my chaise. 'Twas nigh four o'clock

when he started, though I tried to get him

off earlier, seein' nobody about these parts

knows Widow Dixon—

"

" What time did he arrive then ?
"

" Towards eleven o'clock, I s'pose."

" And what time did he go next day ?

"

" In the afternoon."

There was leisure enough here for a

thousand times the business Banks might

have had with Mrs. Rawdon. Pier resolved

to see this matter through at once.

" Give my horse a feed of corn," he

ordered. "You can direct me to Mrs.

Dixon's ?
"

"The boy can, sir. What shall I do

about Captain Banks's letter ?
"
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" Let me look at it."

The postmark was Oldham, the nearest

large town ; the writing masculine, but not

cursive.

"I am a good deal interested in the

movement of Captain Banks," Pier said,

hnnding it back. "I should very much

like to know what he did during all those

hours he was here."

" He just walked about, sir. Nobody

watched him. But I could ask."

^' Do, only be careful. Banks is a most

respectable man. Don't make any mistake

about that, and don't let the people you

ask suspect anything. You see I am

trusting you with a little secret, landlord."

" It's safe, Mr. Pier. We know a thing

or two in these parts. And we're with

you, sir, through thick or thin."

On his way to Mrs. Dixon's Rawdon

passed the cottage where Ben lived at ease

upon his pension. It is useless to tell the

delight of the excellent old fellow when
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he beheld his master once again. Business

could not be mentioned for a long while.

At length Pier asked about the inmates of

the Hall.

" I've kep' an eye on 'em, Mester Pier,

ever sin' you left. We must know how

things goes there, mustn't us ? An' it's

easy for me to watch, sin' my sister's

daughter were taken on as Miss Claire's

head nurse. Her comes over mostly when

her gets an afternoon."

" I know her, a pleasant-looking woman.

Can you get speech with her freely ?

"

"Well, no, Mester Pier, I can't; but

there's a young fellow as can. You under-

stand ? I expect lads and wenches are

much the same in furren parts, anna

they ?
"

" Very much the same. Now I want to

find out very particularly whether a Cap-

tain Banks has been to the Hall, whether

he sent a message to Mrs. Eawdon, whether

she saw him, or sent a letter to him, or
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held any communication whatever with him,

to the knowledge of your niece. This is a

very important matter for us, Ben. Tell

her to ask in every direction—but quietly,

prudently, you know."

" It shall be done, Mr. Pier. How shall

I let you know ?
"

" Write to my lawyer's office—here is the

address. Good-bye, Ben. As soon as I

return from London I shall come to see

you again."

Thence he continued his journey to the

cottage of Widow Dixon. The old woman

cried, in a matter-of-fact way, but a hand-

some allowance had brought consolation for

her son^s death. Captain Banks also had

been very kind, himself bringing the ar-

rears of wages, and the few things that

John left. Every one was kind and good

to a poor widow, and thank ye most heartily,

sir.

She knew nothing more, and Pier hastened

back, arriving just at lunch time. Lady
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Latham found a pleasant homily in her

guest's early rising, which Mary attributed

to conscience. She was not more friendly

than yesterday, and Pier assumed a tone

of equal coolness. When the servants had

withdrawn he told his adventures of the

day. Lady Latham showed her interest

therein by ordering the carriage round at

once for a call upon Mrs. Lambert. Mary

declined to accompany her mother, pro-

testing she had no turn for conspiracies,

and vanished. Sir James stayed a little,

discussing the new events ; but in an hour s

time Pier was seated with a book in the

smoking-room, where he presently fell

asleep.

He had covered nearly thirty miles, after

a very bad night's rest, and his doze was

heavv. He did not hear the rustling: of

drapery, nor a light step on the matted

floor. Mary passed up the room, starting

with a little frown as she caught sight of

Pier. But he slept firm, and she paused to
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look at liim, resting lier crossed arms upon

a chair, and gravely scanning tlie face

before her. AVhatever her feelings, she

could not deny its beauty or its manliness.

A worn and troubled look possessed it now,

not wdioUy caused by illness, and the brows

slightly moved. Something there was to

stir Miss Latham's pity, but she gazed with

judicial scrutiny, and turned away with a

frown and a little stamp. Then she left

the room, but returned immediately, with

a clatter of door and shifted furniture.

Rawdon sprang up.

" I beg your pardon," Mary said, with

innocence. " The^ smoking-room is so

seldom used during the • day, that I have

learned an unlady-like habit of sitting

here."

" Don't let me expel you. You will go ?

Even little Claire was neither distant nor

hostile to me to-day.^'

" I can understand that. She recognized

a well-behaved young man, and her limited
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experience did not suggest that he might

wish to smoke."

*' A well-behaved young man ! Is that

how you class me ?

"

*' You would not wish to frighten the

little girls you met ? I think well-behaved

a very complimentary epithet."

" Before I left England, Miss Latham,

I asked you to be my wife on my
return."

Her eyes fell, and her face burned with

blushes ; but she answered quickly,

" Did I consent ?
"

** You consented to keep heart-whole, and

to give me a hearing."

" Your slave listens."

" What have I done to deserve this new

tone, or what change has come over you

to cause it ? That man is an evil guide

who has already transformed the happy

girl into a sarcastic, cynical woman."

"You go beyond bounds, Mr. Rawdon,"

she said, angrily. *' Our relations were
VOL. III. G
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unusual, wrong, I am afraid ; but I never

gave you a claim to make such hints."

" With a promise goes the right to see

it performed."

''I was a child."

" We have said nearly enough. And it

all ends thus. Give me my answer, and I

will go."

"You have scarcely had your share of

suffering in this world, Mr. Eawdon ; but

I should be sincerely sorry if I credited

that anything I said would give you lasting

pain."

The words were ironical, the glance

smiling. Pier received them with a frown,

and left the room. Mary looked after him

with real surprise ; whatever her feelings

towards the rejected lover, she had never

thought him capable of blunt anger towards

herself. Then she shrugged her shoulders,

crossed to the window, and stood looking

out ; another little stamp and a bending

of the brows closed her soliloquy.
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When they met before dinner, Lady

Latham announced that her call at Wey-

bridge had been unsuccessful. Mrs. Eaw-

don came, pleasant and genial, as if their

relations had never known a break, to hint

with ominous reticence that her mother

stood in very evil case, quite unable to see

visitors. It was suggested that her brain

had given way. Then she delicately turned

the conversation on her step-son, display-

ing much proper interest in him and his

movements.

During dinner Rawdon gave his whole

mind to talk, working at it attentively, as

an intellectual exercise. And he displayed

a faculty for story-telling which he was

too indolent, too much afraid of showing

off, to use in society. All were interested,

and Mary was astonished. She had not

suspected him of such powers. Her eyes

frankly confessed the feeling now that

all was settled, and she displayed for the

rejected lover's torment all those pretty
G 2
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graces which had charmed him in a happier

day. Saucy enough she was, but her

merry glance drew the sting of sharp

sayings. Pier knew her now, the lovely,

heartless witch. Lady Latham somewhat

disconcerted both by remarking, as she

rose from table,

"You are quite yourself again, Mary.

I have not recognized my silly little

daughter in the grave young lady of the

last few days."

Mary blushed with sudden warmth, and

cast down her eyes, but there was no

occasion for an answer. Early next day

Pier was going Londonwards, to confer with

Ford. But ^ before bed-time a note arrived

from the inn-keeper at Milstone. Captain

Banks came by an afternoon train, read his

letter, strolled up the road to Weybridge,

where he met nobody, ate some eggs and

bacon, drove back to the train. The friendly

inn-keeper was so puzzled by these doings

that he himself acted as coachman, and
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kept his guest in view. He entered the

waiting-room, where a woman sat alone

;

they spoke a very few words, and their

hands met secretly. Then the woman left

at once. Her face was not recognized, but

the observer thought he had seen it before

—had noticed it carefully, and the dress

—

w^ould communicate further, and remained

in haste, &c. Pier decided to wait another

day, and follow this trail up whilst the

scent was warm ; Sir James declared his

intention of keeping him company. That

mysterious proceedings of this sort should

go on in his neighbourhood, almost beneath

the shadow of Latham Hall, so to put it,

was a personal offence to him. He must

put a stop to such things at once, before

they turned to communism and rick-burning.

After breakfast they rode out, and they

found news enough. Directing the village

gossips, assembled in his own tap-room

over-night, to the subject of Captain Banks,

mine host got information in two minutes.
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For the man whose wife kept the sweet-

stuff shop was present, and he told, with

many digressions, how a little lad belonging

to the lodge-keeper at the Hall had brought

her a whole sixpence to exchange for luxu-

ries—a peg-top, let me see, was it a peg-

top ? yes, and a penn'orth of bull's-eyes,

&c., &c. Suspicious of such a large sum,

the good woman asked questions, and she

learned that a gentleman, for all the world

like Captain Banks, as she knew him by

sight, had give the little lad that there

sixpence to take a note in to the Hall.

Upon these facts a council was held.

Sir James of course would have defied

scandal, but Pier had his way. In a few

moments the children would be out of

school, and this urchin among them. Just

on the stroke of twelve, Pier's horse was

brought round to the door, where the rough

stable lad held it. Then the school child-

ren burst out, filling the little street. They

ofathered about the horse, and at the same
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moment the landlord called his boy away,

and apologized afterwards.

" All right
!

" cried Pier, '' there are

Weybridge lads about who will hold my

horse. You little chap yonder, I know

your face. Come along !

"

Guided by the landlord's signs and looks,

Pier singled out the child, and put the

bridle in his little hand, to his unutterable

pride and joy. The next step was to get

rid of all the rest, which was easily

managed by the apparition of Sir James,

and a despatch of half-a-crown in advance

to the sweet-stuff shop. The little boy

remained alone with them, and in half-

a-dozen careless laughing questions they

learned all he could tell. The man was tall

and stout, dressed in black, very dark of

complexion, with a round beard. He found

the child playing at the lodge gates, gave

him a note and a sixpence. Didn't know

if there was an address on the note ; didn't

ask for an answer, having no instructions
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SO to do. Gave the note to James the

footman. When he got back the man had

gone, and he didn't see him any more.

Would know him again.

" You have got me most useful informa-

tion, landlord," said Pier, giving him a

five-pound-note. " You know what we

want now—to ascertain how Banks com-

municated with the Hall afterwards. Be

quiet and prudent in your inquiries, and

above all, find out who the woman was he

met at the station. That, I suspect, is

everything."

Sir James added a few words of magis-

terial weight, and they rode on to gather

Ben's information. He had none as yet,

but his niece would be over that evening,

if all went well, and he would write

immediately.

" I think we have case enoug;h to frio^hten

Banks," said Pier. "It is evident he has

tried to sell us all round. After such

surprising luck in this matter, which is, as
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one may say, a bye-issue in my fight with

Mrs. Eawdon, I feel vastly encouraged.

Just think, Sir James, if I had not passed

a bad night I should not perhaps have

awakened early, should not have gone for

an idle ride, nor dropped into this inn just

as the postman brought a letter for Banks.

It's an odd chain of coincidences."

*' I hope you will not throw it back

another link by convicting my cook of the

responsibility for your bad night."

" Oh, no ! It was not indigestion spoilt

my rest."
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CHAPTER lY.

SWEYN's last ATTEMPT.

As Eawdon put the case before his

lawyer, it was clear as a brief for the pro-

secution. Banks had naturally been occu-

pied for some days with his agents and

owners. As soon as he could get away, on

a Friday, he ran down to Milstone. Pos-

sibly the note he sent to the Hall contained

a copy of Dixon's statement ; more likely,

he had used the facts therein to impress

Mrs. Eawdon with a fear of something

much more conclusive. Then he withdrew^

appointing Wednesday for a settlement, and

inviting her to name place and circum-

stances. On Saturday Mrs. Rawdon went
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in all haste to her mother, who could give

such damning evidence if she chose, and

Pier did not doubt she would choose, if

the matter were explained to her. Mrs.

Eawdon succeeded in persuading the old

lady to pay her a visit, and on Monday

they arrived at Weybridge, where no one

probably would be allowed to see her.

Next day Mrs. Eawdon wrote to Banks at

Milstone as agreed, fixing Oldham Station

as the rendezvous. There her agent—was

she Mrs. Thomas ?—received the document

and paid for it.

'' Nothing could be more lucid," said

Ford, admiringly. "It is for me to ask

advice. What are you going to do about it ?
"

" What technical hold have I on Banks ?

I can accuse him of stealing, I suppose ?
"

" Certainly, and of fraud, conspiracy,

and other offences. But I doubt very

much indeed whether a magistrate would

grant a warrant on the evidence as it

stands for any form of offence."
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" His confession might involve Mrs.

Rawclon in the charge ?
'

'

" Probably ! That would be a grave

scandal."

'' I mean to have my own now, Ford.

There shall be no scandal, and little Claire

will never know the difference. But I

mean to have my own. Now I am going to

call on Banks."

" Let me send a man with you. That

sort of fellow is often dangerous. You

won't ? Ah, not quite the man of business

yet."

Banks lodged in a private hotel off the

Strand—one of those slatternly establish-

ments whose claim on the rustic favour lies

in their respectability, at which the experi-

enced mock with especial knowingness.

The ragged, smudgy girl said Captain

Banks was at home, and showed his visitor

into the coffee-room, where half-a-dozen

persons, devouring a nauseous lunch, stared

at the swell. Banks was boisterous in
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his greeting, urged the greasy chops, the

pallid beef, on his guest's attention, and

would not be satisfied with the assur-

ance that Pier could not eat. His own

appetite was not allayed for half-an-hour,

during which time the provincials made

observations inconceivably silly, to show

this aristocrat they " were up to a thing

or two." At length Banks could eat no

more, and he reluctantly led the way to

a private room.

'' So you have been to Weybridge ?
" Pier

said, cheerfully, as soon as they were

seated.

" Yes ; I took Mrs. Dixon her son's screw,

poor chap ! He was well worth that

trouble."

" You are a little out in your geography

ashore. Mrs. Dixon lives at Stanton, ten

miles from Weybridge," said Pier, smiling.

Banks gave him a quick glance, which he

caught full, and dropped his eyes, rum-

maging for tobacco in a pouch.
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" Oh, ay," he said. " It was a long drive

from that place—where was it I started

from ?

"

'' Milstone."

" Yes, Milstone. I missed the last train,

which was riling, with my owners waiting

for me next day an' all."

'' That was not quite what I was alluding

to. Captain Banks."

'' What might you have been alluding to

then ? " looking up under his brows, and

ramming the tobacco in his pipe as if he

had been caulking oakum.

*' I suggested in a friendly manner that

you should explain your business with Mrs.

Rawdon of Weybridge Hall."

" My business with—I—" he looked

round, then met the other's eye defiantly.

" I ain't got no business with Mrs. Rawdon."

" Then I should ask, why did you write

to her *? And why did she send you a large

sum of money to Oldham Station ?—in a

friendly way, mind ! Some people may be
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asking these same questions in a way not

friendly at all within a few hours."

'* Then you've come here to bully me,

have you ? " Banks cried, gathering up his

heavy limbs, whilst his veins swelled.

" No, I have come here to ask explana-

tions. If you can give a reason for these

odd circumstances, you who were present

and witnessed a paper Dixon drew up on his

death-bed,—a paper which endangered all

Mrs. Eawdon's fortune,— I shall be pleased

to hear it, and if I am satisfied, to shake

hands with you/'

'' And supposing I refuse ?
"

" Well, in that case, you will have to

give your reasons to the police magistrate.

It makes no difference to me. But as we've

fought together, and you've eaten my salt,

as they say, I gave you the chance of

explaining to me pleasantly."

The man looked about him, still ramming

at his pipe with a lissom thumb, and said

hoarsely, with evil glances

—
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" And suppose I was to chuck you

through the window ?
'^

" Now you're talking foolishly
—

"

" Am I ? Why ?
"

" Don't come any nearer. You talk

foolishly because, in the first place, I am as

strong as you, and in the next place, you

would be hung. Now look here. I am

going to ring for a cab, or a policeman.

Either you will come with me, in the cab, to

my lawyer's, where this matter can be settled

agreeably,—upon my honour, I mean agree-

ably to you,—though you shall give back the

money, every farthing, that you received

from Mrs. Kawdon ;—or I give you in

charge."

" You won't do that," Banks hoarsely

growled, approaching.

Pier rang. There was a roar and a rush,

a smithering of the fragile furniture, and a

thud that shook the room. Fortunately,

the slattern girl did not hurry to answer

bells, and when she came Banks was seated
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on a sofa, with a handkerchief to his face,

but subdued. The instrument that mastered

him was simply a chair. Knock your man

down, and set a chair across his body, held

with strong muscles, and supported by good

boots—Achilles himself would be in most

uncomfortable, most undignified straits.

" Will you get us a four-wheeled cab,

please ?
" said Rawdon ; and the slavey, with

a dumb glance of bewilderment at the

shattered furniture, departed.

Meanwhile Pier busied himself in makinu"

Banks presentable, for he had all the boyish

feeling which repugns from driving through

London with a guy, whatever the neigh-

]>ourhood. That discomfited mariner lent

himself to circumstances, tidied his person

and his room ; but he said very little. They

drove to Ford's, and what passed there will

be shown in action.

We have neglected Sweyn Garrow too

long, and he is brought to recollection

now by the telegram awaiting Pier at
VOL. III. H
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his lawyer's. it contained two words

only—

" Congratulate me."

Allusion has been made to a message

which Mdlle. de Perouac sent to Garrow at

Singapore, on Pier's earnest suggestion.

Whilst recovering from his wounds, he

found that Sweyn had resolved to stay in

the East, if not for life, for an indefinite

time. He proposed to devote himself to

the extermination of Lanuns, Balignini,

Sulus, and other malefactors of that quarter.

Neither his friend's entreaties, nor the ridi-

cule of every one who heard of this mad

notion, produced effect. Sweyn could not

see how an English gentleman, or a Chris-

tian, committed an absurd act in taking

steps to root out piracy—piracy so fiendish

that I have only hinted its worst atrocities.

Nor would he admit, with the Bible at his

hand, that death would be inglorious, much

more wicked, if it befell him in this t^ask, as

it probably would. Rawdon was not among
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those who disputed on such ground as that,

but he ^held a conviction that man's duty

begins at home. There is quite enough to

occupy philanthropical yearning in fighting

wiki beasts of native growth. Garrow

admitted so much, but he persevered. It

was painful to contemplate a life-long

separation from the friend who was more

than brother to him, but he could not live

in the same atmosphere, the same world,

with Jehanne, to hear her spoken of, per-

haps to meet her, as another man's wife.

Pier was by no means satisfied that the

case was hopeless there, and he ventured a

last effort. He explained the situation to

Lady Latham, and begged her, if she could

conscientiously, to urge Mdlle. de Perouac

to send one word that might change Sweyn's

resolve. How Lady Latham regarded this

commission she had not told ; but Mary

hinted bitterly that she was guiltiest. Li

the end, a telegram was sent to Sweyn,

which finished with the words, " Jehanne
II 2
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also hopes you will not be precipi-

tate."

The consequences looked for were im-

mediately apparent. Sweyn ceased to feel

a personal interest in piratical misdeeds.

He packed up to travel so soon as Pier

could be moved, and on reaching Brindisi

he took his ticket only as far as

Paris.

As early as the proprieties allowed next

day, Sweyn called at the Hotel Perouac.

The Count was absent at his property,

Albert was with his regiment in Algeria

;

but the Chevalier Hugues kept house, and

he received the visitor warmly. That

austere Eepublican was not very French in

his ways, but a traveller, and one who had

been talked about, stirred all his Gallic

blood. It is contradictory, but not un-

natural, that the people most stay-at-home

in the universe should be most inclined to

honour wandering heroes.

Hugues had a thousand things to say,
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but Sweyn's one subject overbore them all.

He plunged into it straightforward.

"As prospective head of the family,

Chevalier, you are doubtless aw^are that I

made—that I did myself the honour to ask

your sister's hand nearly two years ago."

Hugue's face assumed a double-sphinx-

like impassibility as he replied

—

'' Some-

thing was told me of the compliment you

paid us, but
—

"

"In personal merit I am not worthy to

touch her hand, but in a worldly sense I

am no unfit match. And all I have is my

wife's. I mean—" he paused in embarrass-

ment among the proprieties.

"My father also confided to me your

very generous proposals. But
—

"

" I was not successful in winning Made-

moiselle Jehanne's esteem, and I tried to

forget a painful disappointment in tra-

velling."

" I sympathized—we all deeply sympa-

thized with your distress, but
—

"
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" I have returned in the same mood,

more strongly fixed in it if that was pos-

sible. I beg your permission to urge my
suit again."

'* I excessively regret to tell you that

cannot be. Mdlle, de Perouac has made

her choice."

" I had heard something of that
—

"

" Pardon me, sir, but if you knew my
sister engaged, to what purpose reopen this

most unfortunate affair? It is settled."

" Not settled at all, unless she loves M.

Birch."

" Pardon me again," said Hugues, with

his courteous smile. " The question whom

my sister loves is one you have already

put, as I understand, without gaining a

satisfactory answer. Upon reflection, you

will see that a cross-examination on the

point is neither decorous nor useful."

" I hope the Count will reconsider this

matter. When does he return ?
"

" In four days. But do not deceive
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yourself, M. Garrow. I may say that we

all regretted, shall always regret, my sister's

strange refusal of your most honourable offer.

But what is done is done. There can be

no change now. Let me hope you will not

cease to regard us as friends."

"Be assured on that point. Chevalier.

But I warn you I am not defeated—at

least, not disheartened. Until Mdlle. de

Perouac becomes Madame Birch I shall not

cease my efforts to win her."

Hugues laughed frankly.

*' We are warned," he said. " And now,

M. Garrow, I am longing to put a thousand

questions, to hear a thousand interesting

stories. You will let me call upon you ?
"

No suggestion of a meeting with

Jehanne.

" Come and dine to-night at the Eiche.

I don't forget what I owe to the kindness

of your family, and if you like travellers'

tales, lay in a stock of patience."

So they parted for a few hours.
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This firm opposition on Hugues' part did

not surprise Garrow, but he had expected

to deal with the Count and Albert, whose

material was much less stern. Hugues

had treated as a jest the hint that he

might try to reach Jehanne against the

wishes of her family ; but the Count had

more experience, and much less confidence

in woman. If no progress was made in

the next four days, it might be a loss of

time invaluable, upon which the future

life of both might depend.

Sweyn sat in the Cafe Foy at breakfast,

revolving these things. That is an estab-

lishment where any commission, however

eccentric, is secret at the moment and for-

o'otten in an hour. He called the foto

maitre d'hotel renowned through Europe.

" I want you to do me a little service,

Henri. If there is still a groom called

Pierre in the Comte de Perouac's service,

send him a quiet message—you understand ?

—to call upon me at the Grand Hotel. This
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is the number of my room. Let him go up

straight."

^' Siiffit, itionsieur!" said Henri, calmly,

pocketing his louis.

And in due time Pierre arrived.

" Ah, it is M. Garrow ! I welcome you

joyfully, sir ! What great events have you

passed through ! Ah, malhear !
"

" Thank you, Pierre. And you, are you

still Mdlle. de Perouac's groom ?
"

" In name only, alas ! If I bring the

poor horses round, Mdlle. will descend

sometimes, but never, never does she order

them."

" Does the Chevalier ride with her ?

"

" Me ? Never ! When the Count is not

at home Mdlle. rides alone if she does go

out—early in the morning."

" Now, Pierre, you are obliging and dis-

creet. You know, I doubt not, that I

wished to marry your mistress before I

went away, and I desire to see her

again."
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"Ah!—It may be that I shall be dis-

missed !

"

" Do not let yourself be influenced by

that fear."

" That is enough from Monsieur I But

I beg him to believe that I would give no

assistance if I were not sure that Mdlle.

would be happy with him. It was the wish

of us all ! We said, ' M. Garrow is the hus-

band for Mdlle.—he the,' " etc , etc.

Sweyn cut short his eloquent description.

In a few moments the plan was laid.

That would have been a wearisome even-

ing with Hugues, though Garrow had not

been pre-occupied with sudden, broken

visions of the morrow. Frenchmen— I

speak very generally of course — have

so little of the knowledge requisite to

understand travellers' tales, whilst their

imaginations are so quick, and their self-

confidence so assured, that they build up

a romance of their own devising side by

side with the matter-of-fact narrative they
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hear. At one point or another the stories

constantly come in collision, and then the

Frenchman does not for a moment hesitate

to declare that yours is the one incorrect.

He will show, on your own words and facts,

how you are wrong logically and circum-

stantially. The effect is droll, but irritating

to people of quick temper. Hugues was

much less given to these diversions than are

most others of his race ; but he was given

too much.

Long before eight o'clock next day

Sweyn was watching the long white avenue

from a sheltered nook by the Arc de Tri-

omphe. And at length he saw what made

his heart spring suddenly, then pause with

a sick chill. His very goddess was re-

cognized at a half-mile distance by her

perfect form, by the instinct of worship.

He slipped away unseen, mounted the horse

in waiting, and rode quick towards the

Cascade. Loitering back through the less

frequented alleys favoured by Jehanne
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fortune served him. He was recoonized

at a distance, and Jehanne welcomed him

with quiet grace ; but her cheeks were

waxen pale, and her eyes did not meet his.

Sweyn turned and rode beside her with-

out asking leave. Too many words which

must not be uttered rose to his tongue,

and his heart beat painfully.

'•' We often feared we should never see

you again," said Jehanne at length.

" It always lay in your power to recall

me ; and, thank God ! you took pity at last."

" Mr. Garrow ! Can you be referring to

that message ? It was only
—

"

"I do not presume upon it. But your

message alone brought me back—nothing

else. I gave up my projects, and I have

returned across the world to plead again

for my happiness—ay, my life ! As I

went away, I return, your slave, your

chattel ! I am like a man held in bonds

of witchcraft, whose whole being lies at

the mercy of the enchantress."
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**You must not talk like this," she

faltered. Then, more resolutely, " Did you

come here to waylay me ? I beg you to

go away, Mr. Garrow."

"I tell you, Jehanne, I have come across

the world for no other purpose but to ask

you, for your own sake and for mine, to

think once more. Is such a love as mine

to be dismissed with pretty thanks, and

forgotten ? It is my own whole self, every

muscle of my body, and every impulse of

my mind—and it is strong as my life.

I cannot repress it if I would. Such a

passion could not fail to find the means

of making you happy ?
"

" This is horrible ! Do you not know^

that I am no' longer free even to hear

such wild words wdth honour ?

"

" I have heard foolish talk, but I recog-

nize only your voice. Say, only make a

sign, that you love this man, and I go."

White and eager with desperate hope he

looked at her, and she kept her head bent.
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" You cannot say it
!

" he whispered

in low, hoarse tones, whilst all the blood

rushed to his face. "He stands as far

beneath me as you above ! What is it

he can offer to deserve the prize for which

I have given body and soul ? You do

not love him ! And I may hope—merciful

God, I may hope !

"

Jehanne burst into tears, whilst she

turned her horse suddenly round ; but

Grarrow turned with her.

"You persecute me!" she sobbed.

"I hold you for some short minutes—
you who hold me through this life and

for ever. Tell me you love Birch, in

your frank, pure tones which the angels

of Heaven believe, and I am gone."

" What torment !
" she moaned in French.

" I—I—What right have you to put me

to such shame ? It is unmanly. I can-

not bear it."

Then somehow, in the next moment,

he was lifting her from the saddle, whilst
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the horses went on their own way. And

Jehanne, after tottering an instant, and

clinging involuntarily to the strong arm

beside her, was standing under the shadow

of the trees. She shook with sobs, of which

the violence told through what long months

of pain they had been repressed. Without

explanation Garrow had claimed her ; and

when Jehanne could think, she remembered

with a flush how unconscious instinct had

thrown her into his arms as he lifted her

down.

" My darling !
" he whispered. '' Fear

nothing now. You are mine ; and shall

I not protect my treasure, my life, my

own soul ?

"

He laughed at the thought of human

interference betwixt him and his love

—

laughed aloud. He envied the Lanuns

their song of victory for an occasion like

this.

Jehanne did not struggle longer against

her fate. Without resistance she sur-
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rendered handkerchief and hand. But her

lovely face was very sad and downcast as

she murmured broken words about honour

and modesty.

" Your honour is mine," Garrow re-

plied ;
" and modesty ?—not in all France

dwells a blind idiot who would impugn

it. Have I not loved well enough, waited

long enough, suffered enough, to merit

reward ? Have confidence only. Throw

your cares and terrors all on me. I am

strong now to bear them, if they were

heavy as empires !

"

And after a time Jehanne took courage,

being of that most loveable type of maiden

who, when they give their liearts, give

their whole mind and spirit. They walked

for an hour, and did not know where they

had been ; Pierre fallowing with a stolid

countenance, but glowing with delight in

his soul. He loved his mistress, he ad-

mired her lover. He had heard something,

seen all, and imao^iued a whole universe of
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romance. As confidant of a grave secret,

he knew his fortune assured for life. Could

any combination of circumstances give a

French groom more ecstatic pleasure ?

Jehanne had absolutely forgotten him,

until, after lingering farewells, Sweyn called

up the horses. Then she saw Pierre, and

turned a startled look upon her lover. He

whispered, '* We may trust hiin
!

" and

Pierre comprehending, tried to lay his hand

upon his heart ; but Jehanne's horse reared

at the twitch. Then Garrow grasped the

slender foot, and raised his sweetheart, won

at last, into the saddle. A moment more

and she had gone, leaving a gentle pressure

on his hand, a haunting look unutterable of

the soft dark eyes, as memorials of an hour

snatched from the joys of paradise. No,

there was something else—a small handker-

chief, still damp with tears, which Garrow

seemed anxious to dry at his lips.

But the telegram, " Congratulate me," was

not sent that night. Very much remained
VOL. III. I
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to do before Sweyn could indulge such a

boast. Jehanne had confessed her love,

but it was too probable the Count would

not be influenced by this tardy admission.

At the next interview he souo^ht to teach

the duty of resistance, if they should try to

force her. That was easily eff'ected, for she

had spirit enough. But Sweyn was not

satisfied. He wanted her by his side at

Gaythorpe, in his own house, the idolized

companion of his life. It did not suffice at

all that she should be living like a nun,

waiting on destiny, whilst the sweet bloom

faded from her cheek, and her eyes dimmed

with hope deferred. It would be quite

another task, however, to convince this

highborn demoiselle, to whom convention-

ality was a religion, that in the worst resort

daughters are justified, nay, commanded to

leave home and family with the man their

heart has chosen. But Sweyn did not

despair, recognizing the girl's soft and yield-

ing character towards those she trusted and
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loved—a trait which stirred his headstrong

nature to the chivalry of passion.

When first he breathed a hint of this

theory Jehanne was terribly shocked. She

had heard and read of a crime called elope-

ment, not unknown in England, where other

strange and barbarous rites are practised.

But the suojgestion that Mdlle. de Perouac

could follow this unnatural custom, though

it were a mere hypothesis, tried her love too

far. She rejected it upon the spot with

haughty surprise, and turned homewards.

Had she then recalled one instance of

Sweyn's departure from the decorous eti-

quette enjoined by her code, his cause had

been lost for many a day, if not for ever.

But he had been very cautious. Not a kiss

had he stolen when his eyes w^ere most

hungrily fixed upon the lovely mouth smil-

ing at him ; not once had he passed his

arm round the perfect waist so close to his

side, and this self-command was rewarded.

Jehanne listened to his entreaty, con-
I 2
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descended with repugnance to argue on

such a subject.

And the Count, ill-advised, delayed his

return a day or two ; so that, on the very

morning he was expected, Jehanne made a

sorrowful and shame-faced promise, that in

the very hast, after an indefinite time, if

everything failed them, she would elope.

T am very sure that Garrow had not cried,

except with passion, since he reached years

of consciousness, having no kindred to

mourn. But tears came to his eyes, and

honestly stood there, when Jehanne sadly

consented to throw over all her cherished

proprieties, all the sacred bonds and duties

of family, in trust on his honour and love.

He bowed himself and kissed her little

hand, saying in some such beautiful, old-

world phrase as come to an Englishman's

lips at a time of great emotion :
" God do

so to me, and more also, if I give you cause

to repent." And Jehanne recognized the

truth which speaks from the very heart.
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and in a measure she was consoled. Sweyn

could not have loved her more, but from

that day she was holy. He guaged the

sacrifice she made in following his impulse,

felt the purity which she hazarded for

him, and swore himself to be a better man,

that he might be less unworthy of such a

helpmeet.

In the afternoon he called upon the

Count, who was more than delighted to see

him. These young Englishmen had fulfilled

the utmost expectations he could have

formed of their eccentricity, and their knack

of incurring adventure. Shipwrecked, good.

Exposed in an open boat, excellent. Cap-

tured by pirates, rare. Fighting the barbar-

ous invader, delicious. Causing scandal in

the Eajah's harem, natural and romantic.

Avenging their murdered mistresses by a

wholesale slaughter of the pirates, and

coming home safe to devise fresh incidents,

oh quite harmonious, meritorious, and beau-

tiful, a remembrance of happier days in
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Europe ! Sweyn found, however, that the

Count had never studied a map, nor made

a geographical inquiry, during all the time

he was most unaffectedly interested in their

doings. He did not precisely know whether

these delightful events had taken place in

Asia, Africa, or America ; he inclined to

locate them in Australia.

But when, after two hours' talk all abroad,

supported with the patience which a suitor

always has at command towards the father

of his love, Sweyn approached the subject

near his heart, he found no comfort. The

Count deeply regretted his daughter's pre-

judice. Perhaps M, Garrow was too hasty

in leaving, though who could urge that

after the glorious result. Mais enfin

!

Mdlle. de Perouac had made her choice,

and it would be quite useless to re-open the

old affair. Sweyn was not yet willing to

engage at close quarters. He had still to

see Birch, and if the terrible pain of oppos-

ing her father might be spared to Jehanne^
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at any cost she should escape. Sweyn

answered that his feelings had not changed,

that it would be painful to meet Mdlle. de

Perouac under the circumstances, and that

he hoped to see the Count as often as pos-

sible elsewhere. This was understood in

the most gentlemanly spirit, and they parted

excellent friends.

He went forthwith to call on Birch. A

few steps from his door he met Doctor-

Pinson, not thoughtful in a brougham like

other aug-urs, but ocoing; his rounds in a

swift Victoria, exposed to all men's sight,

and especially women's, eager, alert, enjoy-

ing the afternoon, since we must all die

to-morrow. Recognizing an ex-patient, he

joyfully called out and descended, heedless

of seventy years, a grotesque obesity, and

a combination of complaints.

''Jump in ! jump in ! You have nothing

to do at your age. She will wait half-an-

hour. Now tell me all about it, the hints

in our newspapers were too ridiculous. Or
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better, come and dine to-night at the

Anglais. I have Madame this and that,

Mdlle. the other. Were you going to call

on 23oor Birch ? Sweinfurths have the

better of him at last. If pity were not

an ' extinct emotion, I could feel for that

plucky fellow."

" Why ? what is the matter ?
"

" Euin ! He irritated the big-wigs of

finance too much. How often I warned

him ! And now Birch is high and dry,

solitary as the restored Napoleon in mid

air yonder."

*' Is this generally known ?
'^

"If it were would Pinson be repeating

it 1 No, my friend, I tell secrets only.

Perhaps Birch himself doesn't grasp his

situation. Oh, these financiers ! They are

the only diplomats left, they and Bismarck.

Birch has felt some pressure, but he doesn't

yet know, I think, how hopelessly he is

environed, every avenue by which he could

escape, or help could come, barred by a net
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invisible. He will fall from his monument

(irash ! one of these days soon."

" You are still friends with him, doctor.

Will you convey to him that a speculative

individual, whose name you will not hint,

has a round sum at his disposal for carrying

on the war ?
"

The doctor sang a little song to himself

in hig-h delig;ht.

" No, my young friend," he replied at

length. " Your proposal charms me, but

I will carry no such message. Birch is

doomed. His own imprudence, made the

most of by Sweinfurths, has banded all the

kings of finance against him. No single

man in Europe could save him, and your

loan, were it a million francs, would go

down, absolutely imperceptible, with the

wreck. There," he added, with a quick,

shrewd glance, "I have given you some

news that interests you. Now talk to me."

Half-an-hour afterwards Sweyn was

shakinsf hands with Birch.
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The keen, handsome face of the young

banker had aged, his manner had a certain

nervous irritation. After the first formal

greetings, Sweyn said,

" I have a great regard for you, Birch.

I remember how you stood by me at some

risk and much inconvenience when that

idiot Latham picked a quarrel with me.

And you know very well what my feelings

were towards Mdlle. de Perouac, who is

now engaged to you. Therefore, I would

speak to you frankly on that subject."

"Pray go on," said Birch, with a grim smile.

"Mdlle. de Perouac gave her consent

hastily, without due thought. She wishes

to withdrav/ it."

Birch started from his chair. He was

pale, but his face became ghastly, and his

lips twitched with such violence that he

abruptly turned away to hide the distortion.

Sweyn was shocked.

'' You are ill
!

" he exclaimed, in real con-

cern. " Pardon me !

"
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" I can talk upon trivial subjects. Mdlle.

entrusted this message to you ?

"

"No. The idea is all my own."

"It is very humorous. I thought,

Garrow, that I had given proofs enough

I am not a fool ; but you have been away a

long time, and you forget. I shall refer

your idea to the Count de Perouac."

" You will not do that, because you are

too manly and too generous to avenge your-

self upon a woman."

" And so you think yourself safe in

insulting me ?

"

" If you shot me, if the heavens fell, your

position would not be improved. Mdlle.

de Perouac will not marry you."

" She will marry you if I get out of

the way ?

"

" I hope so."

" One of us w411 be in his grave before that.

"

" I will not fight with you, Birch. Eecall

your better nature. Would you take your

bride by force, like a savage ?

"
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"I see no occasion to justify my pro-

ceedings before you, but much occasion to

demand an expla^nation of your intimacy

with the feelings of my promised wife. 1 do

not propose fighting—at present. But I

will tell you what your interference has

effected. To-night I shall ask the Count

de Perouac to give me his daughter in

the shortest delay possible—next week, if

it can be done."

" Wiien she does not love you ? When

you know she does not love you ?

"

" When I know she promised to be my

wife."

A tap at the door interrupted him. He

opened it, and exchanged a few eager words

with the person outside ; then returned,

consulted some papers and books on his

desk, and sat staring across the room,

absorbed in desperate thought. Sweyn

rose.

'* Think once more. Birch," he said,

pityingly. ''Your enemies are powerful.
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they may triumph over your ruin in busi-

ness ; but do not give them the boast, that

in your fall you uselessly destroyed a girl's

happiness, and caused scandal to be busy

with her name."

''Ah! What I have said I shall carry

out. You have heard of this conspiracy

then, it is common talk ? Well ! I may

go under ; but I will marry Jehanne de

Perouac, or one of us two will be in his

Tave."

At Pinson's dinner that night there was

much talk of the sudden movement on

the Bourse, by which, as it was already

rumoured, Birch had been grievously hit.

But Pierre's visit next day told that his

resolution reo:ardino[ Jehanne had not

changed. He dined with the Count, and

Mdlle. de Perouac retired from the draw-

incr-room much ao^itated She dismissed

her maid as soon as possible, and burst into

tears before the door was shut, at least

before her maid had left the kevhole.
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Sweyn had not ventured to propose a

secret correspondence, but it was hard to

receive such news without trying to comfort

his love. She tossing and crying through

the night, insulted possibly, suspected and

blamed by those whose approval was the

mainspring of her life ! Only for a few

weeks or days could she suffer ; but Garrow's

pain was acute, and the longing to console

her so intense, that he wrote a letter full

of sympathizing passion, destroyed when

finished. The shock and humiliation of

receiving a note through a servant's hand

must not be risked until things reached

their crisis.
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CHAPTER V.

KICKED OUT.

Pier had returned to Latham. He would

rather have taken up his quarters elsewhere,

l)ut after the extreme kindness of the squire,

he could not neglect his invitation. All

received him in their former manner—the

elders affectionate, James friendly, Mary

cool, sarcastic.

Sir James heard without astonishment,

rather with mournful self-satisfaction, the

tale of Banks's treachery and Mrs. Rawdon's

fraud. He offered at once to accompany his

guest to Weybridge, and as magistrate, as

leader and member of the county, his sup-

port must be very valuable. But he could
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not go next clay, as there was a meeting of

his fellows at the county town, and all other

earthly business must come to a stand on

these occasions. At breakfast-time Lady

Latham discussed the movements of her

household.

" I suppose," she said to Pier, " you had

not courage to rouse Mr. Yates again, since

you have been wandering about the grounds,

they tell me. I hope some one was up in

time to open the door for you."

" Mr. Eawdon has four or five hours the

advantage of us," said Mary. "Did you

find anything in the park worth study ?

"

" I gathered those late roses on the table."

"A pretty occupation, but not befitting

heroes."

'' I think, Mary, that you talk more non-

sense than any girl of your age and weight

in the county," said Sir James.

" I quite agree with your father," added

Lady Latham. "It is a bad habit that has

grown over you lately, to talk for the sake
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of talking:. Notliino: could be sillier than

your last remark."

Jim entered and kissed his mother.

Under this interruption Mary shot a

laughing glance at Pier ; but her colour

was heightened, and there was vexation in

her pretty eyes.

" What are your projects for the day,

Jim ? Pray go with your father to the

meeting. It looks well to take an interest

in county business, and you must be bored

doing nothing."

Allusions to his fiasco in the diplomatic

service, caused by the scandal of the duel

with Garrow, made James sore. He said,

*' I prefer the society of old duffers' sons

to their own. I am going to play lawn

tennis at Morley's. Morley has built a

covered court, and his little wife has the

prettiest feet in the county. I suppose

you mean to ride, Rawdon. Is that your

way ?

"

'^ I propose to call on my old groom, Ben
VOL. III. K
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I fear that is neither in your way nor your

line."

" If you don't mind," interrupted Lady

Latham, '' you might execute a commission

for me. Mary is so lazy now, she won't go

out, and I have not a groom to spare in

these hard times."

Mary exclaimed

—

" Jim takes all our horses, and puts them

in training under Mr. Yates."

" Where is Eros ? " asked Pier.

" Somewhere about, I suppose. We are

going to back him for the Oaks."

" Oh, you consummate little monkey !

"

Jim cried. " In the first place, Eros is not

a filly. In the second place
—

"

" Oh, of course I am wrong in the special

instance, but I am right in principle. Mr.

Kawdon, did you ever escort a young lady

mounted on an ass during your travels ?

"

*'That would be an occupation befitting

a hero. I have not yet been promoted

to it."
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''Then, like many other travellers who

refute proverbial philosophy, you shall have

o^reater honour at home than abroad. I

will do your commission, mamma, if Mr.

Rawdon will take me with him, on my

humble steed."

All the elders looked vexed, but they let

the matter drop. An hour afterwards. Pier

and Mary started, she riding a pretty pony,

full of spirit and tricks. Rawdon was angry.

Why should this girl break her usual habits

to accompany him ? She did not do it in

ignorance ; no woman could be so dense as

not to know that the long tete-a-tete would

be painful to a cast-off lover, and Mary

was very far from dense. She could have

no motive but to torment.

"I am lucky," he said, "to profit by a

momentary return of your old love."

" My old love ?
" she repeated, indignantly.

"For horses and exercise."

" Oh ! You do not seem overpowered by

your good fortune."
K 2
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" It is not perfect. I had hoped to see

you mounted on a donkey."

"Jim has him in training also. Surely

this steed is humble enough ? Don't you

feel sufficiently elevated on that tall horse

above Woman—with a capital W ?
"

" Why—with a capital W—should you

think I wish to feel myself elevated above

woman ?

"

" Oh, pray don't ask me to explain my
feeble observations. So long as they sound

smart, I never ask myself what they

mean."

Pier did not think it worth while to

reply, and they rode some distance silently.

Mary stole a look in his face, and saw there

not despairing passion, but quiet contempt.

Her colour rose, and she gave herself a little

angry shake. They talked awhile brokenly,

until Mary observed,

" So you are likely to get back Wey-

])ridge after all ? I congratulate you with

all my heart."
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His indignation broke bounds.

"Your congratulations ' are a mockery

now, Miss Latham. Weybridge is nothing

to me if I gain it, and that you know.

How have I been deceived all these

years !

"

" Little girls are so perfidious."

"And women so heartless. You had

made me understand quite distinctly that

all was done between us. I should not

have worried you again. But you seek

an opportunity to torment me. Congratu-

lations 1 After roughly dissipating the

hopes I had cherished from boyhood, the

sweet dreams which had sustained me

through many troubles, you congratulate

me on the chance of winning some money—

"

Mary interrupted him. The hot phase

had passed, and her eyes shone large in a

white face.

"Let us be quite frank, Mr. Eawdon.

Formerly I listened to your condescending

flatteries, and I blushed prettily, I dare say.
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complimented by the attentions of the heir

of Weybridge, as a nice little cherub would

be. If I behaved in the same manner now,

I should be an angel full-grown !

"

"You would be the dearest woman that

earth could hold for me. Condescending ?

There may be in my manner—does a man

condescend if he bends himself to pick up a

tiny, perfect jewel ? or some holy herb on

which his life depends ? I am not stupid,

Miss Latham. My life to this has not been

of the happy sort, which inclines a man to

hope and believe all things. What am I ?

A grocers son—a pauper—with some sport-

ing chances upon which you have the good

nature to congratulate him prematurely

!

That man is no fitting match for Miss

Latham, who recognizes the self-evident fact

as she grows older. But could she not have

brought it home to the poor self-deluded

wretch without—She /lad brought it home,

and he accepted it ! Were you not satisfied ?

Do you think he had not suffered enough ?
**
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Mary was passionate ; but nobody had

seen one of her old malignant fits of temper

since she recovered from the illness which

concentrated all her fury within by forbid-

ding the natural relief of motion. Moral

bonds cramping her had something of the

same effect as physical. She could not tell

what was in her mind ; and the passion

smouldering for months burst forth. A
cruel cut set the pony off full gallop, and

she urged him faster and faster, until he

bolted.

Pier had not been too much alarmed, for

he saw it was rider, not steed, which was

beyond control. But they had almost

reached the town, where the road might be

blocked at any moment. Urged to speed,

in a few long strides his horse outraced the

pony, and Pier, stooping, seized its bridle

at the cheek.

'* How dare you ?
" Mary gasped. " Let

go my bridle, sir ! let go my bridle !

"

Indifferent to the threat of her voice.
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Pier dragged the pony to one side. Both

horses plunged with fear and temper. At

the same moment Pier received a cut on

his left hand like a sword blow, and another,

quick as a flash. The pain was so intense

he could not have held his grip a second

more, when the groom, springing off, caught

both horses and quieted them. Had he

seen ?

" We cannot execute Lady Latham's com-

mission at full gallop," Pier said, laughing.

He saw, or thought he saw, the groom's

eyes seeking his hand, and he hastily doubled

it, palm outwards, on his hip. The pain

was so sharp he felt sick, and put his horse

in motion. Neither spoke, for they wanted

voice and words. Pier threw a furtive

glance at the whip which punished so ter-

ribly in a girl's hand, and recognized a

•present of his own, sent from the Cape—

a

slender rod of hippopotamus skin mounted

in ivory and gold. All his hand was livid

and swollen ; the two purple stripes across
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the back had scarlet splashes, and the blood

was trickling. He twisted his handkerchief

round.

It was fortunate that Mary did not dis-

mount to transact her business^ for he could

not have lifted her down. No word passed

between them in the street, but amongst the

lanes beyond Mary found voice.

*' I ask your pardon," she said ;
" you do

not know my troubles, aud you irritated me."

" Then it is I who should beg forgiveness.

We will forget this with other things."

" You forget nothing, and you are pitiless.

Did I not—strike you ?
"

*' Strike me I

"

" I thought—your hand is tied up ! Is it

possible I—and how pale you are ! Say you

are not hurt, Mr. Rawdon !

"

" I am not hurt," he answered, laughing,

whilst shoots of pain traversed his arm.

" In grasping your bridle the pony resented

my impertinence, and sprained my hand a

little. Will you tell me how I oJBfended ?
"
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" Didn't you say—well, it can't be wrong

to repeat your own words !—didn't you

say I used to treat you differently when I

thought you were heir of Weybridge ? A

very stupid suspicion, really, because girls

don't trouble about those things before they

put on long frocks. And then didn't you

hint that I am a heartless coquette, who

loves to tease people ?
"

" Be frank, then, Miss Latham. Why

did you join me in this ride ?
"

"You still believe it? There is so much

you don't know, Mr. Rawdon. I cannot

tell why I proposed to join you ; it was the

impulse of the moment. Perhaps I thought

a chance might come of explaining, so that

we should be friends again, without danger

of misunderstanding. But we got on the

wrong path somehow."

'* Can't we turn back, and start afresh as

if nothing had happened ? It is the explan-

ation I long for."

" As if nothing had happened ! When I
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liave been in such a passion as to strike you

!

I am sure that sprain is more painful than

you admit, and it is my fault also."

" But the explanation, Miss Latham ?
"

*' I cannot talk of it now. Show me your

hand?"

" This explanation was to destroy, very

gently and prettily, any hopes of mine that

might have survived the last few days'

experience, to define our relations hencefor-

ward, and to finish with an elegy on platonic

friendship. Was it not so ?
"

" You are bitter."

" Was it not so ?

"

" Why can't we be friends, then ? I have

known you so long, and always liked you.

Has not the first human being who flatters

a girl a perpetual claim on her regard ? Do

you recollect, on the lawn at Weybridge, ' I

feel your prejudice the more because you are

the most graceful little girl I ever came

across ^

" It was in a spirit of prophecy I spoke."
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" Let US be friends, then, as we used to

be."

" As we used to be we were not friends.

I have strength to leave you for ever, but

not to meet you on such terms. Is this the

hxst word, truly, which you came out to

speak ? You say there is much I do not

know. Why is it kept from me ?
"

" Indeed I am very sorry, Mr. Rawdon
;

but it is useless to reopen the whole matter.

It is not strange you refuse such a wicked

girl as a friend. We all thought these fits

of passion w^ere quite extinct ; but do you

know, if I had had a sword instead of a

whip I should have used it just the same.

I am a horrible creature !

"

She looked in his face with large pleading

eyes, that asked for pity and forgiveness.

" Friends only," Pier whispered, stooping

from the saddle. " To see your loveliness

day after day, ever changing, and ever more

witching—to take your hand for a momeijt,

and let it go—to resist hour by hour the
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phrenzy which urges me to seize and carry

you away—I could kill myself, or you, but

I could not bear that.

" Oh, hush, Mr. Eawdon !

"

She pushed on faster, and they exchanged

no more words until reaching the cottage.

Ben was expecting his young seigneur,

who threw his leg across the pommel and

dismounted easily enough ; but he specu-

lated with some disquiet how he would get

on again. It irritated him to see old Ben

help Mary down ; but by this time the

whole arm was swollen and tingling. Be-

fore all else he must have cold water band-

ages to his hand, and a sling. Ben's grand-

daughter convoyed the unconscious young

lady to eat plums and pears in the garden,

and Pier went into the old man's room.

It would have been quite useless trying to

deceive him as to the nature of the wounds,

and Pier made up a tale about some row

with a drunken coachman whilst Miss

Latham was shopping.
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"But law, Mr. Pier," Ben exclaimed,

" what sort of a whip had he ? That would

cut a hoss's hide open ! I never see the

like ! A man deserves hanging who would

use such a thing, the cruel brute !

"

And thus he exclaimed whilst binding up

the hand, and fitting it comfortably in a

sling. Pier himself, though he had seen the

horrid slashes of the sjambok, was astonished.

The skin was cut in half-a-dozen places, and

one severed vein had soaked his handker-

chief with blood. He enjoined the utmost

secresy on Ben, and they talked of Wey-

bridge.

By the nurse's report, Mrs. Lambert

was perfectly sane and w^ell. Moreover,

she did not approve by any means the

seclusion in which she was kept, and words

had passed. She wanted to go out, to call

upon her friends, the county people. It

was evident that Mrs. Lambert would meet

half-way any efi"ort Sir James Latham made

to see her, if she could be warned of it.
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Great was Mary's consternation to see the

sling, though she never fancied her slender

whip could have made it necessary. Pier

climbed into the saddle, and they set off.

Very pretty was her contrite mood on the

way home, showing remorse and begging

forgiveness in a thousand gentle looks and

tones. Lovers again, a stranger would have

thought ; but no word of love passed

between them. Pier was not a man to sit

quiet under a mystery, or to yield his life's

hope while a chance still remained. He no

longer feared a rival, though unable to

explain why that dread had vanished.

Mary did not love him as a lover, she never

had, but she was free. So soon as this

crisis in his affairs was over he would

frankly take her parents into confidence.

And in the mean time he set himself to win

her love, as well as his pains would let him.

They lunched by themselves, for Lady

Latham was occupied with some of her

charitable enterprises, and then they strolled
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in the park till dusk. What a contrast

it was to their intercourse of the last few

days—this pleasant, easy commune as of

brother and sister I Pier blessed the passion

fit which had wrought such a change, since

better might not be. On their return to

the house Jim Latham had come in. He

gave Pier a little perfumed note

—

"My DEAR Mr. Eawdon,

'' I have just heard of your dispute

with Mrs. Eawdon of Weybridge. I think

I might give you something which would

perhaps be useful to you, but I cannot

judge its value. If you will call to-morrow

afternoon, or any time, it is very much at

your service.

*' Bessy Morley."

Jim told how much interested his hostess

had been when, at luncheon, he recounted

as much as was proper of the state of

things. She interjected " It is very odd !

"
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" How strange ! " several times, and was

evidently possessed with a secret. But how

could his old Oxford love be concerned in

the affairs of the Eawdon family ? Remem-

bering what he did, Pier guessed this to be

some frivolous move towards a renewal of

the old flirtation. He would call, in polite-

ness ; but he expected nothing.

Without difficulty Pier had won credence

for his story of a sprain ; but her ladyship

confused him terribly by insisting on an

examination of it. She was almost of-

fended when Pier, summoning all his wits

to aid, hit upon a bright excuse.

" Dear Lady Latham," he said, con-

fidentially, " you force me to confess. In

younger but not wiser days I tattooed my
arm, and there is a secret there of which I

am not ashamed nor repentant now, not in

the very least. But I dare not let you

see it—yet. Do not ask me."

With keen anxiety he waited the reply.

Lady Latham smiled, gave him a look just
VOL. III. L
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SO intelligent as to show she understood,

but void of all opinion on the subject, and

let the matter drop.

Next day at noon Sir James and Pier

drove to Weybridge Hall. Everything was

again changed, outside and in, not for the

worse to a stranger's eye. The quaint old

steps, with their iron balustrade, fashioned

to give a seat on either side the door, were

enclosed under a plate-glass porch forty feet

long, filled with blossom and tropical foliage.

The lofty, narrow hall was hung with

tapestry, beneath trophies of antlers and

arms. The footman led them into a charm-

ing room, which Pier scarcely recognized as

that in which he had last seen Mrs. Rawdon,

changed though it was even then. Sir

James cried, in admiration

—

"Egad, my boy, your stepmother has made

you the prettiest house in the county !

"

Mrs. Rawdon entered, grave and quiet.

" I am glad to see you. Sir James," she

said, " and you too, Pier. Pray sit down."
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Then she waited.

'' You have a right to ask the cause of

my presence in the house you occupy," Pier

began. " I will give it in very few words.

I have always contended, as you know, that

this estate was settled on me, that my
father's will was inoperative, so far as it

dealt with the land, and that he knew it

to be so. In the course of my inquiries, I

heard of a page-boy who had seen the

settlement executed. I advertised for him

—now a man of middle life—and by a

strange chain of events I found him myself.

He confirmed all I had been told. But

a very few hours afterwards this man was

mortally wounded. In a deathbed declara-

tion he certified his story. That declaration

was not forthcoming when searched for, and

it was thought to be lost. But I have

discovered that the captain of the vessel

stole it, and I have his evidence that he

sold it to you."

" Then you come to accuse me of
L 2
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fraud ? " said Mrs. Rawdon, smiling pleas-

antly.

*'For that purpose and another."

" Why did you not bring a constable ?
"

"" I am a magistrate, madam/' interposed

Sir James.

" And most active, I'm sure. But a

magistrate does not carry the same moral

influence with us rustics as the village

constable."

Sir James looked aghast at Pier, who

went on resolutely

—

" I did not apply to the law because you

were my father's wife ; also because your

purchase of Dixon's declaration has no

practical efiect whatever on the case. He

made a deposition in Singapore some

months earlier."

A startled look flashed suddenly across

Mrs. Rawdon's heavy eyes, and the smile

fixed itself in a grimace.

" If you had given me an intimation of

your coming," she said, after a moment, " I
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could have had my lawyer in attendance.

Will you kindly explain what all this comes

to, setting aside the ridiculous story of the

sea-captain and the page-boy ?
"

'' It comes to this," said Sir James, roused

by the trifling manner in which sacred land

was treated, ''that we can now^ prove Mr.

Rawdon settled his estate upon his son.

All the wills possible could not upset that

deed."

"Have patience with a lady, please, Sir

James. We do not understand such mat-

ters, but I have a weak fancy that settled

estates are vested in trustees. Why have

those gentlemen allowed me to keep pos-

session so many years ? How is it we only

hear of a settlement through a boy who

was, perhaps, given to dreaming ? To my
ignorance these things seem strange."

" The trustees may be dead—probably

are,'' impatiently exclaimed Sir James.

" What we can prove is
—

"

The smile was broad again on Mrs.
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Eawdon's face, as she interrupted with

malicious warmth.

" But surely—pardon me !—you have

made inquiries ? You have ascertained at

least whether the gentlemen named as

trustees are living or not ?
"

Sir James saw his error and kept silence.

That secret was out, and Mrs. Eawdon

knew that the deposition did not contain

the names of the trustees. Pier made the

best of the situation.

" It is quite true," he said, " that we

have not found out whom my father

appointed, but we have found a person

who knows. That person is your mother,

now under this roof."

" Indeed ! I will ask her about it."

'* I desire to see her myself"

Mrs. Rawdon showed not the least

hesitation or trouble.

" You will understand how much I am

grieved to refuse you. My mother is

hi no state of health to discuss matters
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which possibly might agitate her. And

now, perhaps, you will agree with me that

this interview has lasted long enough, if

the question at issue can be brought to a

final conclusion. I have listened OTavelv

and attentively to all you found to say,

excepting that episode of the captain and

the page, which, however, lightened the

seriousness of our talk. If you had taken

the usual steps, and pursued these in-

quiries through a lawyer, it would have

been more pleasant for me ; but, upon

the other hand, it would have been much

less dramatic, and much more expensive

—

considerations with us country people. As

you. Sir James, can be influenced by no

motive except a pure desire to get at the

truth, I am glad to be able to quiet

your mind on this subject for ever."

Mrs. Rawdon turned to a cabinet be-

tween the windows, an object all lapis

lazuli, ivory, ebony, and enamelled copper.

Whilst leisurely choosing the key, she
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glanced under her eyelids at the two

gentlemen, who stood bewildered, and she

evidently enjoyed the picture. Just so

long as theatrical effect demanded they

had to wait ; then the cabinet was opened.

Taking a paper therefrom, Mrs. Rawdon

seated herself and unfolded it.

'' Here," she said, " is the draft of that

deed which your page-boy dreamt he saw

executed. As many copies as you wish

shall be supplied you. For the present

I will read a passage which, unless my
interpreters are mistaken, closes this annoy-

ing and offensive controversy. Pray give

me all your attention, Sir James, for the

phraseology is rather legal than intelligible.

After settling all his landed estate upon

Pier Marie Rawdon, the document proceeds :

' And from and after the decease of the

said Pier Rawdon '—that is my late hus-

band, Sir James— ' to such uses upon such

trust and with and subject to such powers

provisos and declarations as the said Pier
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Kawdon shall by any deed or deeds with

or without power of revocation and new

appointment or by Will or Codicsl direct

limit or appoint and in default of and

until such direction limitation or appoint-

ment and so far as no such direction

limitation or appointment shall extend to

the use of the said Pier Marie Rawdon his

heirs and assigns for ever.'
"

" What on earth does all that signify ?
"

asked Sir James, aghast.

" That signifies," Mrs. Rawdon continued,

''that my late husband already saw cause

to distrust his baby son, and secured to

himself the power of revoking the gift

if he thought proper—so, at least, I am

advised ; but you gentlemen will judge for

yourselves. His will nullified the set-

tlement. He rejoiced at his own fore-

thought when you. Pier, were scandalizing

the University and all England with your

riot and insubordination, when you were

leading a life of idle debauchery, and
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consorting with the most abandoned of

mankind."

This was an anti-climax which turned a

grave situation into farce. Pier laughed out.

" Thankless profligate !
" cried Mrs. Eaw-

don, extending her hand with dramatic

action really impressive. " When your

father was dying where were you ? At

the bed-side of one of your associates,

wounded in a duel by the son of this

Christian magistrate, who has made you

his protege—wounded in sheltering you

from vengeance, for I know not what dis-

creditable conduct. Was not your father

justified in revoking his hasty deed ?

Every parent in England will declare he

was."

"You go quite too far, madam," said

Sir James, feebly.

" I have my father's . letters, continued

to the very date of his last illness,

and they show nothing but love and

confidence."
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" He was weak with you, as always.

But it matters not what he wrote in the

impulse of a too fond nature. What he

did is shown in his last will."

*'How did you get this draft? It is

very imperfect. The names of the trustees

are not inserted, or they were inserted in

pencil, and have been rubbed out ; ay,

they have been rubbed out most care-

fully. See, Sir James."

" Will you dare accuse me of that ?

"

" I accuse you of nothing. But Cap-

tain Banks declares that you bought a

paper which he stole."

*^ For the second time, Pier Eawdon,

I order you from my home. Sir James

Latham, I apologize to you, and I feel

for your humiliation. You now see what

manner of person it is you have reck-

lessly admitted into your family."

" What, madam ? You order me out

of the house ? "
'

" No ; 1 order your companion. For
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yourself," she added, with a sarcastic

smile, " I shall be most flattered if you

will stay to luncheon."

" Thank ye, thank ye. I should choke !

Kicked out ! Come, Eawdon."

"One moment. You have not yet an-

swered a question I have the right to

put—where did you get this draft ?

"

" From my lawyer, sir, who will give

you all the information you choose to ask.

Go."

Without another word they departed.

Sir James drove moodily, oppressed by

the incredible sensation of having been

"kicked from the door," as he put it.

Pier was too busy thinking and calcu-

lating to give proper respect to his com-

panion's wounded dignity, which turned

to something like resentment against the

man who had brought such an insult on

him.

" There are a dozen suspicious points,"

said Pier. ^' In the first place, provided
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with such a conclusive document, if she

herself believed in it, why did Mrs. Eaw-

don buy Dixon's declaration ? In the next

place, why was she visibly alarmed to

hear that he had made an ajSidavit, until

you let it slip out that the trustees were

not named in that document ? In the

draft she showed us the names of the

trustees had been most carefully and

patiently erased."

" If they had ever been inserted,"

grumbled Sir James, " it was in pencil."

" Certainly. But lawyers don't trouble

to rub out every trace of the pencil when

they make a change in a rough draft.

We must have clever Mr. Ford's opinion.

There is something strange in the whole

business."

" Strange enough when a man makes

a settlement, keeping the power to revoke

it. Such a thing isn't a settlement at

all. But I see clearly that you may give

up all hopes of Weybridge."
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The tone made Pier look at him keenly.

He observed the sullen air of wrong which

darkened the baronet's florid face.

" I regret excessively, sir, that you should

have incurred this unpleasantness in my

quarrel. It looks like a most ungrateful

return for all your goodness ; but trust

me, we will enter Weybridge Hall as

conquerors yet."

'^ Unpleasantness you call it ? Kicked

out by Mrs. Rawdon ! Unpleasantness !

"

The tone was rough, almost offensive,

and Pier flushed. He himself had so far

profited by the rude lessons of peril and

hard life, that expulsion by a creature

such as he thought Mrs. Rawdon was to

him a mere incident, and no important

one, in the struggle. But he could quite

understand, when his attention was called

to the matter, that it struck Sir James

Latham, M.P., J.P., and all the rest of

it, quite difierently. So he set himself to

calm the baronet's nerves with profuse ex-
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planations, apologies, and sympathy ; but

to so little effect that his plans were

altered suddenly. He had intended to

go up to town after luncheon, to see

Ford, and, if possible, .bring him down

for the interview with Mr. Blaise. But

if this was the attitude Sir James meant

to hold henceforward, he would have his

position defined in one respect before leav-

ing Latham, since it would be impossible

to return.

Lunch had been deferred for them, and

Lady Latham, James, and Mary were not

less impatient for their meal than for news

when the adventurous pair returned. So

soon as the servants were dismissed Sir

James took up his parable. It accorded

with all the rules of poor human nature

that he should make himself the hero of

the scene. Pier was scarcely in it until

that fatal command '' Leave the house !

"

From that moment Sir James vanished, as

if he had walked out of the room just
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before. It was an experience bitterly in-

structive for a man like Eawdon, who, in

spite of all, bad kept very much of those

chivalrous fancies and illusions which sel-

dom survive the shocks of life.

Lady Latham, with a woman's courage

and distrust of her sex, would not admit

that all was lost ; but she showed grievous

disappointment, and a kindly sympathy for

the wronged heir. Jim took his father's view,

with much more than his father's directness

of expression. Thanks to the care with

which Sir James had guarded his own

dignity, neither of these understood, in

the first moment, that the head of their

family had been expelled from Weybridge.

They discussed the question on its merits,

and Jim said, with a rude laugh,

"You must drop the ornamental now,

Rawdon, and try if you're good for any-

thing. There's the Church. You might

pick up an elderly heiress."

But Pier was regarding Mary. Not the
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winning only, but the wooing had still

to be done. The incident of the day before

had been the crisis of Mary's revolt against

a thraldom she did not recognize. From

that time, recovering her freedom unmis-

takably, the girl had been gentle, unaf-

fected, easy with a man she liked. And

he, brought to his senses, had submissively

begun his efforts to gain favour without

reference to the past.

Mary said very little, but the sentiments

her eyes expressed were not chilling to

Rawdon's hopes. He had little to do

during Sir James's narrative except to

watch ; and what he saw was a warm

interest in the story, glowing indignation

against Mrs. Rawdon's triumph, and sisterly

compassion for his defeat. When Jim made

his ill-natured remark, Mary gave him a

glance which entirely consoled the sufferer.

He said,

"You did not hear Mrs. Rawdon's

description of me, Jim, or your feeling of
VOL. III. M
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reverence would have prevented you from

even suggesting the Church until I dis-

proved her accusations. I should like, Sir

James, if you can spare an hour, to show

you my father's letters, the last of which

is dated within three weeks of his death."

''If it's any satisfaction to you," replied

Sir James, unwillingly, " I will look them

over with pleasure. But of course nobody

believes such foolish things about you as

Mrs. Rawdon said. We have known you

since you were a boy, and that is

enough."

" Not quite, under the circumstances

which will arise. I am sorry to bore you

with this correspondence, but a glance at

each letter will suffice. If Lady Latham

would help you to get through the trouble-

some favour, I shall be doubly obliged."

The whole party rose to seek elsewhere

their different occupations. As Pier de-

scended from his room, letters in hand, he

met Mary Latham.
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"You refused my congratulations," she

said, with a soft smile, " and fate has

avenged me."

" Does your favour carry luck ? Then I

beg you, Miss Latham, to wish me well in

my enterprise of this afternoon,"

" I must know what it is ! You may

have many schemes I could not wish luck

to."

"Do you also think so badly of me?"
" No indeed. But you are a man, and

you have, I suppose you ought to have,

all sorts of projects which I could not

understand."

"This, I assure you, is intelligible as

innocent, and I promise you shall know it

to the last detail as soon as I dare confide

in any person, excepting your father and

mother. Give it your blessing, Miss

Latham !

"

He spoke laughingly, but his eyes were

anxious. Mary hesitated, and her colour

rose.

M 2
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'' Remember the story of Balaam," she

Haid, going on. '^ Perhaps success would

not be for your good, you know."

Pondering these words, Eawdon went his

way. After glancing at the letters, Sir

James admitted them to be most tender

and confiding ; but they did not alter his

conviction. He advised Pier again to drop

all hopes of regaining Weybridge, and to

look his situation in the face at last.

Without going so far, Lady Latham was

scarcely more comforting.

This topic exhausted. Pier felt a yearning

of the midriff, and a twitching of the lips,

which peril of man or element had not

stirred within him. But he resolutely be-

gan his speech :

—

" I am sorry you take such a desponding

view, not only because I respect your judg-

ment most highly, but for another reason.

I think you know how I am placed finan-

cially, if we put Weybridge out of the

question. The little fortune settled on
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my mother is all my means. But I am

not too old to begin work, and whatever

come of our conference now, I shall cer-

tainly make the effort. But unless you

carry your kindness to an extreme, I fear

you will think me impertinent under these

circumstances, in asking leave to win your

daughter's affection, if I can."

Sir James flushed, and glanced at his

wife uncomfortalily. She looked down a

moment before answering for both. Then,

in kindest tones,

''My dear Pier," she said, ''it is not

worth while to pretend that this question

takes us by surprise. We can answer it

thoughtfully and conclusively. You know

what regard we have felt for you since

the beginning of our acquaintance. And

if events had turned out as all the country

wished, we should have been delighted to

hear this proposal. But—I will show our

feeling towards you by entrusting you with

a secret."
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Sir James made a gesture of vexed

dissent, but Lady Latham proceeded.

" We are not so rich as we were. Some

speculations in which we had engaged have

not turned out well. In short, Mary's for-

tune will be very small. Yes, I know what

you would say. The amount of her dowry

is a question which, I'm sure, has never

passed through your mind ; but we elders

must think for the young. Mary has habits

of careless and unconscious expense, of which

she could not be broken without annoyance

to you and pain to herself. I am not con-

sidering now whether she would accept your

proposal. From what I have lately ob-

served, you must feel, I should think, con-

siderable anxiety on that point ; but we need

not speculate upon it. In the interest of

both of you, we must answer your question

with a distinct negative."

Tone and manner were final, though

most considerate. Pier understood it, that

if he could offer Weybridge, or its equiva-
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lent value, he might buy Miss Latham, so

far as her parents could strike the bargain
;

and if not, not. With this feeling, his

words of reply were cold, and Sir James

readily met him in the same tone. But

Lady Latham had more tact, more fore-

sight, and a more constant friendship ; it

is true she had not been '* kicked ^^ out of

anybody's house that morning. She said

with a smile,

"You are doing us injustice. Pier. We
know our daughter better than you ; but

even if we mistake her character, is it not

a duty to follow our conscientious belief?

You cannot doubt our regard for you, after

all these years, and, rightly or wrongly, we

are satisfied that your marriage with Mary

would bring unhappiness to both of you.

For no other reason do we object to

it."

Pier was ashamed, if not convinced.

" Forgive me, dear Lady Latham," he

cried. " In the bitterness of my disappoint-
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ment I forgot the evidence of your tried

friendship."

So that was finished. Pier went for the

List time to pack his things. There was

still an hour to wait before driving to the

station ; but in his irritable, nervous mood

he could not rest in the house. Bidding

farewell to Sir James and Lady Latham,

—

the former still cool, the latter honestly

grieved,—he left messages for Jim and Mary,

and started to walk. It was growing dusk,

a chill and melancholy evening ; but in pitch

darkness, as he vowed, Pier could have

recognized a little figure, quickly advancing

towards the lodge.

" Did you learn the habits of the opium-

eaters over yonder, that you take your

constitutional in the dark ?
"

** I am going away. The cause you

would not bless has failed, of course. Shall

I tell you now what it was ? I asked leave

to win your heart, if I could ; and it was

refused me."
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In the gloaming light Pier saw her blush,

but the expression of her face he could not

read.

Mary looked him gravely in the eyes as

she said,

" And you had the impertinence to ask

my approval of this proceeding beforehand 'i

My good genius preserved me from the trap.

Good-bye, Mr. Eawdon. You will miss

your train if you stand here to gossip."

''Mar}^—darling! I cannot understand

your words ! Have pity on me ! May I

hope after all ?
"

He had followed and caught her hand.

Only wicked fun sparkled in the eyes she

turned to his ; but in Rawdon's eagerness

the sling had dropped, and her look became

graver as she saw the bandages.

" Be merciful ! Put me out of this

suspense!" he repeated.

" Frankly then, Mr. Rawdon,—upon my
honour as a woman,—I don't know !

"
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CHAPTER YL

MES. MOELEY PLAYS GOOD FAIRY.

Things had come to a crisis with Garrow.

Urged continually by Birch, who was wasted

with fever, anxiety, and sleeplessness, the

Count showed the worst side of his nature.

Hugues himself tried vainly to make him

pause. The banker's imminent ruin was

now public talk, and at the club to which he

belonged bets were made upon the length

of time he could hold out. So ingeniously

conceived, so masterly executed, the

financial tactics by which he strove to break

through the narrowing circle of his foes,

that they were struck with admiration. But

the result was not pity. Like a general
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who finds himself matched against a

stronger, cleverer antagonist than he had

expected, and feels that he must use his

utmost skill, they closed in for the last
*

struggle. Birch was doomed.

The Count would not admit it, perhaps

did not believe. But the real motive actu-

ating him was not confidence in the banker's

fortune. Obeying still in some measure the

old law, " Noblesse oUige^^ he would not

break off the match when unmerited mis-

fortune overtook his accepted son-in-law.

The wrench had been painful to admit

plebeian addresses ; it would be shame and

disgrace to reject them now. The heavy

loan Birch had made, upon terms almost

nominal, had relieved his estates ; and if now

it must be repaid, the Count would be in a

very different position to that he held before

this master of finance took his affairs in

hand.

So preparations for the marriage proceeded

hastily. Long engagements are not the rule
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in France, and this had now been on hand

an unusual time. It was a natural thing

that it should end suddenly if the Count

could be really so eccentric as to match his

child to a ruined banker. Garrow, of

course, had been quietly dropped. Hugues,

though he disapproved the wedding, would

give no countenance to an ex-lover, who, as

Birch hinted, did not accept his dismissal.

The time had come for action.

As soon as he thoroughly understood the

situation, Garrow had written to Albert at

length. For that gay young warrior he

indulged no sentimental pleadings, but

treated the matter in a business-like point of

view. He told his own means, and Birch's

hopeless embarassments ; recounted the

honourable antiquity of his race, and alluded

superciliously to his rival's origin ; hinted

many obvious advantages which a young

and handsome officer of the Chasseurs

d'Afrique would obtain by his alliance, and

contrasted them with the fruitless attentions
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which a bankrupt financier could show, were

he never so affectionate. As an argument-

ative case, Sweyn was proud of his composi-

tion ; he washed his hands after finishing it,

and went to ask pardon of the unconscious

Jehanne through her darkened windows.

Allowing: time for this communication to

arrive, in the mean while he exerted himself

to ensure leave of absence for Albert. This

was easily effected by mutual friends at the

embassy, and Sweyn telegraphed that if

application were made, it would be granted.

Albert sent back one significant word,

" Entendu ! " and on the same day that the

Count had leisurely chosen to apply for leave

at the War- Office, he received a letter

announcing that his son w^as on the way.

And Albert duly arrived about a week before

the wedding, instead of two days only, as

the Count had designed. He distrusted his

younger son on several grounds. Of lier

two brothers—neither of them very sympa-

thetic—Albert was the one to whom Jehanne
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was used, whom she certainly loved better,

and who, in his reckless affection, would be

quite likely to encourage her in resistance to

the parental will, if she showed an inclina-

tion. To do him justice, the Count never

fancied for one moment that Garrow had

any hold whatever on his daughter's heart.

He did not know they had met, since

Jehanne, to his own grave disappointment,

refused the English lover. But under all the

circumstances of the case, he thought Albert

had much better stayed away until the very

last moment.

And he was right. As soon as he left his

father, that impetuous youth burst into

Jehanne's room, sabre and sabretache and

all, kissed her on mouth and eyes, dismissed

the maid, and perched her on his knee.

Then, burying his moustache in her loose

hair,—she was dressing,—he whispered,

" Tell me, little one ; I am going to see

your Garrow. What is the message I

bear ?
"
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" From me ? " cried Jehanne, pale with

fright.

Albert was mystified.

'' I don't understand then. He got me

leave of absence ; he wrote that he was

dying for you. Ah, there is something !

You are not so guileless as you pretend,

little sister. Now tell me all about it."

And somehow, favoured by her hair, and

her sideways position on her brother's knee,

Jehanne contrived to let it be understood

that she had met Mr. Garrow, that his suit

would not displease lier if it found approval

with everybody else, that she would never

marry Mr. Birch, at any rate—never ! If

they dragged her to the altar she would

refuse.

" It is enough, little sister," Albert laughed.

" No one will drag you to the altar, like a

modern Iphigenie. Now kiss me ! One

—

two. These are for the brother. Now for

the Sieur Garrow, how many ?
"

"Albert!"
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" He has not converted you to English

ways yet, I see. In England lovers kiss all

the day till they get married, and then

they beat their wives day and night. Seri-

ously, little one," he added, whispering,

'' you may send a message through your

brother."

" I have nothing to say," she whispered

back, red even to her shoulders. '' I will

never marry M. Birch. But he knows that."

" And you don't love him much ?

"

With a pretty shake of the head, and a

swift movement of her white arms, Jehanne

veiled herself impenetrably behind a mass of

silken hair. Then she clasped Albert softly

round the neck and whispered, with happy

laughter gurgling through her tones,

—

'' I love him very, very much—more than

all the world except my little brother

Albert—more than life !

"

" That is a very pretty message for your

little brother to carry. How delighted the

dear Garrow will be."
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But as Jehanne cleared away her veil in

haste, and looked through with eyes big iu

alarm, he added, laughing

—

"Trust my modesty, mignonne," and

clattered out.

Ten minutes later he clattered into

Garrow's room.

They came to an understanding in a ver}-

few sentences. Albert highly disapproved

the match arranged, and desired with equal

warmth the match in posse. He had as-

sured himself that the Count would listen t(^

no words of protest, and it remained only to

decide what steps to take. Sweyn had

formed a dozen schemes, but they were all

dependent more or less upon Jehanne's

nerve and resolution, qualities most untrust-

worthy. Albert thrust them aside.

" It is well for you I join the conspiracy,"

he said, laughing. '' My little sister would

never have found courage to leave home alone,

not to cross the street. I will take her away,

and the only question is when and whither."

VOL. III. N
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Garrow sprang to his feet in delighted

gratitude, vowing that no man ever possess-

ed a brother so devoted as he would be
;

and Albert knew he did not promise lightly.

Various small matters occurred to him in a

flash, wherein the help of an enthusiastic

beau-frere would be useful. With increased

zeal he set himself to think.

" Tiens ! I have it. What more natural !

Of course it is the obvious and simple plan

which occurs to us last. The night before

the signing of the contract, that is to say,

this day week, we convey our sweet Jehanne

across the Channel, and at the moment we

should be entering, dressed for the ceremony,

we are embracing that pretty little Miss

Latham in her own house. It is good, eh ?
"

"It is perfection," Sweyn cried. " I

know the Lathams are at home, for Kawdon

is staying there. I will run over by to-

night's train, and—no, I won't take the old

people into our confidence. Mary can tell

theai an hour before we arrive."
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*' We ?
" repeated Albert, laughing.

'' Think, my friend, for one moment, and

you will see that for everybody's sake—ex-

cept your own—it is necessary you stay

here."

" You are right." Sweyn's tone was

much less jubilant as he proceeded. '* Well,

then, I arrange the matter with Miss

Latham, and an hour before you arrive she

tells her mother and father. You can send

a telegram about that time, if she wishes.

But, Albert, give me a promise. The plans

I had thought out ended in a marriage.

Before the Count recovered his daughter,

she would have been my adored wife. This

combination is diflferent. Promise me that

the end shall be the same."

" Why, love has aflfected your wits.

Don't you see that the affaire Birch neces-

sarily comes to a rupture ? And to whom

should the fugitive be given unless to the

man she loves, for whom she has eloped,

with her brother entench ! who is vouncr,

X 2
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rich, a hero of romance ? We all desired

the marriage when she refused it ; and now,

when our cherished one accepts with all her

heart, will the family long resist ? Jllons

done!''

They settled some trifling details, and

Sweyn left by the night mail. At luncheon

time next day he reached Latham, pretend-

ing to be en route for Gaythorpe ; it was the

morning after Pier's departure. Very glad

were all to see him, including Jim, who

showed his best in the presence of the man

he had nearly killed.

" And my darling Jehanne ? How is

she ? I have not heard from her for a

month. Last week we received invitations
—

"

Mary paused, remembering that the

subject was painful.

** Yes," replied Sweyn, easily ;
" she is

still engaged to marry Birch. But I have

so much to say to you. Miss Latham, on

that subject, that we must give it .a chapter

to itself, as novelists say. Tell me what
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Pier Eawdon has done 1 He is a bad cor-

respondent, and I have not had a line from

him since he was here last."

So Lady Latham told, sympathetically

enough, the story of his adventures at Wey-

bridge. Svveyn was astonished and shocked,

but the bad news did not aifect him as if

the case had been his own. Mary knew

that it would have done so formerly, and

she marked the difference with surprise.

Sweyn caught her eye, and endeavoured to

put into his look a world of secrets. He

was successful in making Mary blush while

she laughed. But, putting things together,

her shrewd little brain suddenly guessed

that Garrow's visit was for her.

" You are not g-oino- on till to-morrow at

least," said Lady Latham, as they rose

;

" not till next week or next month, if you

consult our wishes alone."

"You are very good. I left my port-

manteau at the station, and if you can send

for it, I shall be delighted to accept the
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invitation in a modest way. Or," he added

boldly, " if Miss Latham would drive me in

that dear little pony-carriage, it would be

pleasant to behold familiar scenes again."

" Of course she will," answered Lady

Latham ; and at the same moment a servant

called her attention.

" What dear little pony-carriage ?
" asked

Mary, sternly.

" Yours ; one of the dearest and least in

the world, I'm sure."

" May I ask when you saw it, and how

you knew I possessed it ? And pray did

you come from the station in a police-van,

that you have not already enjoyed the

pleasure of beholding those familiar scenes 1

"

" I throw myself on your mercy," Sweyn

whispered, hastily. " Let me see you alone,

I implore !

"

" About ?
" asked Mary, suspiciously.

'•' About Jehanne."

" My Jehanne ? Why didn't you say so

outright ?

"
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" Stay. It is a secret ! Not a word to

any one."

" In ten minutes we will start,"

Needless to say that Mary was delighted

with the project. From every point of view

it suited her temper and her notions. She

quite agreed that to tell Sir James Latham, or

even her mother, what was about to happen

would be extremely dangerous. Parents

are apt to make common cause against dis-

obedient children, and in any case it would

be no small responsibility to harbour the

runaway daughter of a friend. Sweyn sent

a telegram to Albert, announcing that all

was settled, and they drove back.

When his affairs with Jehanne had been

discussed as long as was polite, not so long

as he could have wished, Sweyn looked for

a subject more personally interesting to his

companion. Pier had but hinted his disap-

pointment in Mary, and the hint was quite

forgotten. Searching round for a topic

other than his own love, Sweyn naturally
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liit upon his friend's. But he remembered

the change in Pier's circumstances, and

approached it cautiously.

'^ If Jehanne consents to marry before

she is forgiven, we may have to fall back

on the pew-opener for a bridesmaid."

" Oh, horror ! But yesterday playing

hostess to Notre Koy, and now attended

by a wheezy pew-opener. Fortunately, in

that event, the wedding will take place at

Milstone, and I shall be there at least."

" I fear Jehanne will need much pressing,

and before the time comes she may act

bridesmaid to you."

*' To me ? I don't know whether I shall

need as much pressing, but Jehanne is a

long way advanced ahead of me."

'' Pardon my indiscretion ! I thought

—

I boped—

"

" Like other persons. You w^ere not

singular."

" Poor fellow ! " Sweyn murmured, after

a pause. " He left me in Paris with such
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happiness in his face. And now, fortune

and love, both lost."

" You are not helping his cause, Mr.

Garrow," Mary exclaimed, angrily. " He

did not whine, at least."

" No, I don't think Pier would whine

much. I'll stake my head he's preparing

fit a retordre for dear Arabella, and in the

intervals he is meditating a new campaign

at Latham. My story will encourage him.

Do you know I proposed three times to

Jehanne ?

"

" And he did not once propose to me !

—^that is—I mean, it would have been

just the same—To change a silly subject

—

that house through the trees is Mr. Morley's

vicarage. Mrs. Morley sent your friend a

note, hinting mysteriously that she knows

something of Mr. Eawdon's settlement, and

all that. I wish he had paid her a

call."

" Let us go now. Morley is an old

schoolfellow, and I knew his wife at Oxford.
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How awfully— h'm— how awfully pretty

she was."

" How awfully Mr. Rawdon was in love

with her ? That's an open secret which

you need not hesitate to mention. Yes, let

us call, though I detest the woman."

Mrs. Morley was at home, her husband

also, and Jim Latham, and young Blenchley.

They were drinking tea, and very becoming

was the lady's dress appropriate to this

ceremony. She gave a little delighted

scream at sight of Garrow.

" Oh, you dear man, to come and see

me ! I can never be approximately grateful

to you, Miss Latham, for guiding the steps

of this too welcome visitant. I beseech

you, Mr. Blenchley, to make room close by

me. Now tell me all about them. Mer-

ciful heavens, if he had lost his way ! Miss

Latham, this service I will inscribe 'in

my heart's core, e'en in my heart of

hearts.'

"

"*As I do thee!'" Sweyn exclaimed,
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finishing the quotation. '' Suffer me only

to congratulate my dear old friend. Re-

member, I have not seen him since he

married you!'

All through his guileless life, poor Morley

had worn that air which slang people

describe as " not in it." Intensified now,

it was an air distinctly " out of it." Neither

his wife nor his house, nor anything therein,

belonged to him. The servants did not ask

his orders, the visitors did not come to

see him ; not those at least who entered

his drawing-room. Greatly flattered he

was, but more embarrassed, by the warm

greeting of this young hero, with skin clear

as brown silk, forehead unwrinkled, wide

blue eyes with daring and laughter in every

glance. Was it possible that they had

been at school together, had been comrades

in a sense, that ^yq or six years only

divided them ? Morley straightened him-

self instinctively, and his voice had a ring

as he heartily welcomed his visitor. They
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spoke together for a moment, but the lady

coukl not wait.

" Unfeeling monster ! Do you not see

that I die of inanition ? Come at once,

and tell me all about them."

" They don't really fly at all, but they

are very good broiled on toast. And they

black their teeth not, as the ignorant report,

with burnt cocoa-nut, but with the wood

called ' Sinka.' And it is very uncertain

whether they exist at all, but the credible

statements I gathered on the spot seem to

show that something of the sort is found in

some parts. There are many diflferent

varieties, but it may be said that cocoa-nut

milk is the distinguished characteristic of

all ; that is, not the milk as we understand

it, but the soft pulp scraped and mixed

with water. They form a large and hetero-

geneous dependency, which used to belong

to—"

" I am enthralled ! But what are you

talking about ?

"
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" Well, as near as I recollect, flying fish,

Malay men, elephants, curries, the Straits

Settlements. Give me time, and I will

satisfy you."

" How satisfy me, most bewildering of

men {

" By telling you all about them.

They-" •

" Don't, my brain reels ! This is

sarcasm. And to me I in your first visit 1

After six years absence ! Oh, shame on

chivalry !

"

" I thought you wished to have a concise

summary of things in the far East, adapted

for the use of advanced pupils. Formulate

your question, Mrs. Lumley—pardon me !

the years have made such slight impression

on you—Mrs. Morley."

The lady knew very well she was being

laughed at outrageously, but that did not

annoy her. Many women at the present

time lay themselves out for ridicule, and as

the majority of them are not fools at all, I
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presume it answers their purpose somehow.

Mrs. Morley replied,

" I want to hear your adventures, your

travels, fights, dangers, and loves, so far

as—in short, I rely on your discretion.

Now, begin."

" Lady Latham dines at half-past seven,

and it is now half-past five. I'm afraid

there is scarcely time. But Pier Kawdon

will be down here shortly, and he will have

ample leisure for a charming task. I know

he will do his utmost with such a listener."

Sweyn threw a wicked significance into

his laughing eyes.

" Mr. Eawdon is not polite, nor indeed

judicious," said Mrs. Morley, brought down

to common language by a sense of wrong.

*' I despatched a note of the greatest import-

ance nearly a week ago, to which he has

paid no attention whatever. Silly man !

It is his loss !

"

Sweyn devoted himself with zeal to

clearing his friend's character, and he
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mischievously contrived to draw Miss

Latham into the task. Vexed, but laugh-

ing, in spite of herself, Mary pleaded

and explained until Mrs. Morley was so

good as to soften. She sent her husband

for a certain " casket," which proved to be

an old-fashioned writing desk ; and from a

drawer quasi-secret took a yellow paper.

" Understand," said she, '* that this is not

the document I could produce to astonish

Mr. Rawdon. Not that at all. But I

rather think it will cause him to regret the

indifference he has shown to an old, a very

old friend.

" It will heap coals of fire on his head,

I'm sure," answered Sweyn. "But," he

added, whispering, " it ill becomes Mrs.

Lumley to seek even a harmless revenge.

Guileless as you are, you can guess why

Rawdon did not like to call, poor fellow."

Mrs. Morley could still blush very prettily

indeed, still look shocked and surprised.

She displayed the faculty on this occasion
;
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but before words appropriate came to her

lips, Mary Latham rose.

" You forget how time passes, Mr. Gar-

row, in talking of those days long gone by.

And so does Jim, if he proposes to dine at

home to-night."

" I have not been talking of bygone

days," Jim cried. *' Blenchley and T haven't

got a word in for an hour. There's lots

of time."

But Mary was resolved, and Sweyn quite

ready, though he had not exhausted half

the fun of tea with Mrs. Morley. So they

went off. At the first moment they exam-

ined the paper thus mysteriously delivered

to them. It was an ancient letter, begin-

ning '' Dear Lumley," running on through

allusions quite unintelligible now, and ending

" Pier Kawdon."

" By Mahomet !
" Sweyn cried, " it is old

Eawdon's writing. So he was a friend of

Lumley defunct. We are on the trail at

last, Mary dear ! Hurrah ! This is great
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news for Pier. And she has more behind.

Dear, good, blessed image, I love Mrs.

Morley !

"

" You forget yourself, Mr. Garrow."

'^ No, I don't. But if I did, what friend

of Pier Eawdon's could be quite himself

when such possibilities open before him ?

What have I done ? Oh, I know ! called

Miss Latham ' dear Mary ' ! So you are.

The dear and dearest little ally that ever

conspirator possessed. Don't play th*^

prude, Miss Latham, because I am not in

a humour to stand it."

" You try my liking very far, Mr.

Garrow."

" Is it really possible you are serious ?

"

'' I am perfectly serious. I don't see

anything in the prospect of Mr. Eawdon's

success which authorizes you to address me

as 'dear.' And I beg you will not do it."

Sweyn sat staring incredulously in her

face, while she, red with anger, lips set, and

eyes fixed straight before her, looked a

VOL. III.
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Study of downright ill-temper. After a

moment, Sweyn said,

" Pray accept my apologies. We learn

rough habits at sea, and practise little

ceremony with a trusted friend. What is

young Blenchley doing 1
"

So they talked futilities until Latham

was reached. Sweyn was voluble, easy,

and bright ; but Mary thought to recognize

an utter change in his tone after this snub.

She felt sure that if he had not been

dependent on her help in his own affairs,

he would not have accepted the check so

quietly. Merry chaff or indignant rebuke

would have met her querulous objection,

which, in the long relations between those

two, was simply an impertinence. Under

the peculiar circumstances of this case

Sweyn submitted, but with contempt.

Mary felt what his tone signified, and when

she reached her own room she cried—with

vexation, I believe, at herself and him and

all the world, but in especial with Mrs.
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Morley. The fit of tears softened her

towards Garrow, and as she left the dining-

room she whispered, with a shy glance

upwards, '* I am so penitent !
" He laughed

frankly and bowed. Sweyn's impressions

were not easily effaced.

Next morning he left for Gaythorpe, and

they had a few moments' private conversa-

tion. After settling every detail of their

plot, Mary said,

'' Good-bye, dear Mr. Garrow !

"

" Good-bye, dear Miss Latham."

" Good-bye, dear
—

"

" I did not catch the last word, dear Miss

Lathani."

" Dear—Sweyn !
''

" I fear you were born for man's torment,

dear Mary. He will have an enviable but

an anxious task who wins you."

''What task—dear Sweyn ?
"

" Bewildering little creature, I don't

know ! There, it is not my business.

Have you no message for Pier ?

"

O 2
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''None at all. Yes. Tell him Mrs.

Morley is looking beautiful. Good-bye,

finally.
"

Sweyn visited Gaythorpe for form's sake,

scurried up and down, reached London next

day, and called on Eawdon. Warned by

telegram, his friend was at home, and they

passed a long evening together. Fully

roused now to the ''joys of battle," Pier

was impatient for the day that he might

run down to see Mrs. Morley. He did

not propose to call at Latham.

The next day Sweyn crossed to Paris,

and Pier called at the Rectory. Mrs. Mor-

ley went through a whole comedy of man-

ners for his benefit, not wholly affected

perhaps. She was cool and reserved, re-

lenting, forgiving, sentimental, melting.

I should love to sketch the interview, but

time presses. In the end, she presented

Pier with another rough draft of the settle-

ment, in which the power of revocation was

struck out, and various alterations intro-
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duced in his father's writing;. Among^

others, Lumley's name was entered in pencil

as one of the trustees.

Pier was disappointed. The document

had its value, no doubt, but he hoped for

something- more definite. Gratitude waso

due, however, and he acknowledged Mrs.

Morley's service warmly.

^^ It was long before your marriage that

these events took place, of course," he said,

when the debt had been paid. '* But I

wonder you did not recognize my name

when we met at Oxford."

" I never heard it. When you have read

the fragments of correspondence in this desk,

you will see that your father and my late

husband quarrelled not long after the deed

was drawn up. Now I must tell you how

I came to find it. About twelve months

ago Mrs. Rawdon asked me if I had any

letters from your father to Mr. Lumley.

I was much astonished to hear they had

known each other ; but when she explained
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it all—as much as she thought proper—

I

let her go through such papers as I had.

She took several away. Fortunately, this

desk had been put on one side and forgotten

for years. When, the other day, I heard of

your arrival, and your intention to take

proceedings, I was very vexed to think how

Mrs. Rawdon had used me. It occupied

my mind a good deal as I lay in bed one

night, after spending hours uselessly over

the fusty old box where my late husband's

papers had lain. Suddenly I remembered

his desk, jumped out of bed, put on a

dressing-gown, and then and there, with bare

feet and my hair down, I made a hunt for it."

" How good of you—and what a pretty

picture you call up ! Believe me, Mrs.

Morley, I am very, very grateful. It was

not my fault."

The conclusion had no visible relations

with the beginning, but Mrs. Morley seemed

to understand. She blushed and sighed,

and continued

—
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'' John thought me crazy, but I hunted

about, up-stairs and down, until I found

the desk. It was there Mr. Lumley used

to keep his most important papers. My
lawyer examined them at his death, and

took charge of those important to me as

executrix. It had not been opened for

years. Now, you will stay to dinner, I

hope ; and all the rest of the afternoon I

leave you to go through the letters."

She smiled, sighed, blushed again, and

withdrew.

"What a dear, good little soul!" Pier

thought^ " I could run that sarcastic

slanderer Sweyn through the body ! What

should I have been now if—perhaps happier,

nay, certainly, if that bewildering little

pixie makes up her mind against me in the

end 1

"

He turned to the correspondence. There

were several letters, highly important,

relating to the disposition of Mr. Kawdon's

property, but none that bore distinctly on
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the question at issue. Then he found a

packet, endorsed three years later, " Mr.

Rawdon's letters upon the Corsaire busi-

ness." They showed that the friends had

joined in a tea-speculation, which turned

out badly, and disputes arose between them

as to the proportion each should bear in

certain particulars of the loss. It was

evident that this misunderstanding caused

a rupture.

By tea time Pier had mastered the whole

correspondence, and the guests too frequently

seen at Mrs. Morley's house arrived—Jim

Latham and young Blenchley. The hostess

descended, quite a different being. Pier

recognized with keen regret the original

of Sweyn's picture, affected, unnatural,

rouged, and over-dressed. She asked

minutely what he had found, and what

he had hoped to find, bringing him at

len2:th to a confession that her documents

did not absolutely resolve the question.

" Dear, dear, dear !" Mrs. Morley sighed.
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"It is a thankless part, playing the good

fairy without wings or wand, or anything

supernatural. Now, what would you like,

insatiable creature ? Would you be con-

tented with a letter, explaining why, and

when, and how Mr. Rawdon cut out the

what-d'you-call it—the thing, you know ?

Saying, for instance, ' I will not show dis-

trust of my baby son by threatening to cut

him off before he is out of long clothes.

He is the sweetest child that ever man had ;

but I hope my dear friend Lumley will show

one some day to rival his beauty and his

pretty ways. I see my lost darling '—and

so on. Is that the sort of thing you

want ?
'"'

" Dear Mrs. Morley, do not tantalize a

miserable wretch ! Is it possible you have

such a letter ?
"

" It mio^ht go on— * Therefore in the

draft I enclose, you will find the revocation

clause struck out. I am ashamed that Col-

lins could have persuaded me even for a time
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to insert it ; my decision now is final. You

were right, of course, to approve a measure

of precaution ; I should have done the same

when I was only a bachelor. But come

down here,—you have never been yet since

that first visit when I bought the place,

—

and see my Pier. He will convert you to

a better opinion of your species.'"

The words were delivered with feeling,

and they recalled to Pier, as by a sudden

flash, the tender love which had once

been his on earth, which was eternal in

Heaven. He covered his face, and the

tears wet his sunburnt cheek.

This was not the coup de theatre Mrs.

Morley had contemplated. Telling it was,

but she had prepared her little mise en scene

for another finale. It is ridiculous that one

should need French expressions for this

" business," but suggestive. So good an

actress had tact, of course, and she instantly

changed the denouement. Slipping her hand

beneath the table-cloth, whilst Pier was
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unable to observe, Mrs. Morley brought out

a letter, and rose.

'' Forgive my thoughtlessness, Mr. Eaw-

don,'' she whispered, with one hand lightly

pressed upon his shoulder. " Here is the

paper I kept back. May it secure you all

you desire ! Come, gentlemen ; I want

your help to re-arrange my conservatory."

They all went out in silence, leaving

Pier alone.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE AWAKENING OF NEMESIS.

The case was complete ; nothing now

remained but to bring an action at law, and

recover the property. One detail alone still

puzzled Kawdon. He could not understand

how Mrs. Lambert, who must have known

the facts, could have kept them secret.

The action of her daughter, when Dixon's

undetermined revelations first gave the

alarm, showed distrust of the old lady's

connivance ; but how was it she had not

revealed the truth years ago ? Before taking

active steps. Pier vowed to see Mrs.

Lambert, and he placed his trust in Claire's

honest-looking nurse.
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He went to see Ben, and told him the

moment of action had arrived. One way

or other he was quite resolved to have an

interview. Ben's account did not give

much encouragement. Mrs. Lambert had

been unwell, confined to her bed, and the

nurse hinted a suspicion that her daughter

was not wholly unconnected with this sick-

ness—which, of course, had no gravity.

So soon as she recovered, the ladies pro-

posed to travel in parts undetermined

;

but their departure would be immediate,

and their absence prolonged, though Claire

remained at Weybridge. Meanwhile, Ann,

the nurse, perceived that she was regarded

with distrust. Upon pretence of keeping

the invalid quiet, no one besides Mrs.

Thomas was allowed to enter her apart-

ments. She occupied two rooms in the east

wing, separated by the whole width of the

house-front from the nurseries, which had

their own means of communication with the

kitchen. Claire slept with her mother, and
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Ann slept in the room which had been

Pier's night-nursery, alluded to in the

second chapter of this tale. No pretext

had been found to justify even an approach

to Mrs. Lambert's chamber against formal

orders, and Mrs. Thomas kept vigilant

guard.

Knowing the house, every nook in it.

Pier recognized the force of these objections;

but he did not despair. The old lady's

chamber could easil}^ be reached from the

court-yard by a scramble over the pantry

roof; he had climbed in and out of that

window a score of times when a bov. The

only peril was a strong chance that the

butler, sleeping near his plate on the

ground-floor, would take alarm ; that must

be risked. But it was absolutely necessary

to orive Mrs. Lambert warnine^, or she would

be frightened to death. The difliculty here

did not seem insuperable. If Ann could

not find excuse for entering the east wing,

housemaids were passing constantly. More-
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over, Pier thought it improbable that Mrs:

Thomas would do menial work, such as

lio;hting; fires and makino^ beds. If iVnn

could bribe one of the girls to carry a note,

he felt himself able to answer for the rest.

So he sat down to write it, then and there,

with infinite pains and thought.

" My dear Mrs. Lambert,

" The sad news of your illness makes

us all regret still more keenly that we were

refused the pleasure of welcoming you on

your arrival. Mrs. Rawdon might be un-

willing to see me in her house, but surely

Lady Latham, Sir James, and all the other

county people might have been admitted

when they called. We all fear you must be

very much more seriously indisposed than

is confessed, since you have not acknow-

ledged the warm inquiries of the best

people in the neighbourhood. It is very

much talked of, and I am urged to ascertain

the real state of things. You will believe
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me, I hope, my dear Mrs. Lambert, when I

saj that the orders of the county are exe-

cuted with most especial pleasure by one

w^io passed so many happy years under your

care, and who owes so much to you. Mrs.

Rawdon has ordered me from the door, but

I can creep in at the window, don't you

recollect ? At the moment when you are

reading this, perhaps I shall be in the

court-yard below ; in any case, I shall be

there after nightfall, waiting. If you will

receive me, take the light off your dressing-

table and put it on the chest of drawers.

In three minutes I shall be tapping at the

casement.

" Pier."

^•Latham HalW

" Heaven forgive me the suggestio falsi I

It's a diplomatic document, which won't bear

study ; but Mrs. Lambert will never read it

twice. I think the first perusal will fetch

her. Now, Ben, attend : I shall go straight
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from here to London, returning to-morrow

afternoon. By that time you will have

seen your niece, and handed her this note.

I will give a hundred pounds, or two, or

three, to have it reach Mrs. Lambert. But

mark this ! Ann must give us warning an

hour or two before it is delivered, so that we

may get to Weybridge. You shall be kept

informed of my movements so closely that

you can borrow a horse and find me at any

hour of the twenty-four."

Then Pier explained his scheme.

"Lord Harry!" cried Ben. "It's a

game, this is ! A-scramblin' up the roof

like a * Ethiopening seranader ! There ain't

ne'er a one i' these parts like our Mester

Pier 1 But if old Stokes the butler heers ye,

it'll be an okkard parallel. He's got a gun !

"

" I must risk that. How about dogs ?
"

" Oh ay, them can be accommodated.

Ann's sweetheart '11 shut 'em all up if she

asts him, and trust a wench to fit a lie on a

handle."
VOL. III.
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So Pier went to London to report.

Meanwhile there was sadness and self-

reproach at Latham. Jim had carried back

the news that Kawdon's battle was as good

as won, and blank dismay got hold upon

his parents. I do not wish to represent

them as mercenary people or heartless. On

the contrary, they were models of gener-

osity, virtue, and good-feeling, as times go.

But in the struggle of life they had learned

prudence, a quality which often bears the

likeness of characteristics not so praise-

worthy. They could only blame themselves

for a miscalculation of chances. Pier's

rashness had hurried on a crisis which they

did not seek ; and as they turned things

over, some comfort and mutual exculpation

were discovered in the assurance that he

alone was to blame. Unfortunately that

did not change the embarrassing situation.

Mary rejoiced, but she did not say much.

The new turn of affairs had an influence on

her not favourable to Rawdon. As she had
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begun to pity and forgive him a little when

her parents refused his suit, so she began to

harden once more even while rejoicing at

the news of his prosperity. Mary formed

in her ingenious mind a picture of his

triumphant visit, to ask her hand again

with the assurance of a welcome. And she

thought of several clever little, pretty,

*' nasty " things to say. But the days

passed on, and he did not appear. They

knew he was stopping at Milstone, for Jim

had met him again at Mrs. Morley's, where

he called nearly every day, and was received

in such a manner that the former flutterers

of Latham and Blenchley began to look at

him darkly. Jim was not admitted far into

the family secrets.

So the days passed until three telegrams

arrived at the Hall—one from Albert de

Perouac to Sir James, two from Jehanne to

Lady Latham and Mary. They announced

that the fugitives would reach Milstone by

the last train that night, and begged asylum.
P 2
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Very angry was Sir James, much distressed

her ladyship. Though the messages gave

no information on the subject, common

sense told that Jehanne must be running

away upon the eve of signing her marriage

contract. All the Lathams had been invited

to that ceremony three weeks before, and

with their courteous refusal they had sent

wedding gifts. Sir James used strong lan-

guage about rebellious girls, who did not

know their own minds until it was too late.

But he could not refuse, could not even

reply, for the telegrams were addressed

from Dover. And Mary supported her

friend with quaint arguments and pretty

coaxing ways, irresistible to her father when

she chose to employ them. And he pro-

mised to be cordial.

Upon the same day Ben sought out his

master. Ann had bribed a girl whose duty

it was to make up Mrs. Lambert's fire

last thing at night, about half-past nine

o'clock to ten. This young woman had
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been brought into the household by Mrs.

Thomas, for which reason the nurse had

been reluctant to sound her if other means

could be devised. Mrs. Thomas trusted

her, and she generally chose this hour to

absent herself. The letter might be de-

livered that night—certainly within a short

time—unless the girl proved traitor. The

dogs in the court would be shut up.

Pier made his arrangements with Ben,

who emphatically declined to let him go

alone ; as the danger for him would be

trifling, no objection was urged. Details

had been well considered. After enterinoro

Weybridge grounds through one of a score

of weak places in the defence known to

Pier, they were to remain beneath the

nursery windows until Ann gave a signal

that the maid had gone about her duty. If

the reader will turn back to the second

chapter of this tale, he will see that a hedge

of tall holly trees masked the first floor of

the west wing. Under its black shadow a
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score of men might hide at night. It was

better to wait here till the last moment

than to risk discovery by grooms, and alarm

from the house-dogs chained in the court-

yard.

At nine o'clock they reached a . dusky

corner of the road close by Weybridge

gates, fastened the dog-cart securely, crept

through the fence, and reached the garden.

It was dark as a well, but Pier knew every

foot of it. Arrived in safety beneath the

holly hedge, the nursery window was still

dark. So were all those on the ground

floor of the fagade, but from Mrs. Eawdon's

bedroom streams of light poured upon the

lawn.

" The missus seems to have gone for the

night, Mester Pier 1 " whispered Ben.

" If she isn't paying a visit to her

mother."

" Well, there's no harm done if we have

to put it off a night or two
—

"

"Hush!"
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They listened intently. Pier had thought

he heard a something, scarcely definable, a

very soft crackling of the gravel on the

other side the hedge, and a faint stir. But

nothing followed, and it was too dark to see.

They waited silently.

Mrs. Eawdon had not yet received official

intimation of the new danger threatening by

Mrs. Morley's discovery. But it was county

talk. Blaise had called in alarm, and Mrs.

Thomas had gathered rumours. Things

looked ill, if what people said was true.

Mrs. Eawdon meant fighting to the last,

with any weapons, with any crime, though

she did not confess that to herself. But her

rage against Pier was of the dumb, cruel

sort, which contains the spirit of murder.

And Mrs. Kawdon's manner of life was not

such as would enable her to resist evil

thoughts. As a girl, she had taken laud-

anum whenever she could get it. During

her husband's life he gently protested

against the quantity of wine she drank.
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but he did not know all the truth. I do

not mean she was a drunkard, of course.

But her brain was in a state of perpetual

excitement. After his death, when the

county looked black, Mrs. Kawdon lived

more freely, but her natural caution and

secretiveness kept her within bounds. Then

Mrs. Thomas entered her service, and re-

vealed the delights of hasheesh, bhang,

Cannibis Indica, to which she gave way

entirely. This fatal stimulant does not

stupefy like wine or opium, leaves no dis-

gusting traces, only burns away the brain.

The fancies engendered by hasheesh are not

soft and dreamy, but stirring, active, mon-

strous. When an Oriental would commit

some desperate deed, run a fearful risk blind

to the consequences, he primes himself with

hasheesh. The persons in England who

give themselves to it yearly increase in

number. Greater and greater quantities

Mrs. Kawdon consumed, in the house-

keeper's society. A small apartment off
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her bed-room had been specially fitted with

double doors and impenetrable hangings.

During the day she chewed lozenges of

hasheesh, and at night, with Mrs. Thomas,

she smoked hasheesh cigarettes until her

brain reeled with fierce excitement.

Upon that evening, as usual, Mrs. Eawdon

had half undressed, and in peignoir and

slippers had sought her tabagie. Thinking

of her wrongs and grievances against Pier,

which dated back to childish times unfor-

gotten, she smoked without intermission,

whilst mad pictures formed before her eyes,

mad thoughts came in a flash, and broke

up and reshaped themselves as in a

kaleidoscope. To her entered Mrs. Thomas,

hurriedly.

"Ma'am, he is outside—hidden beneath

the holly hedge, with another man ! I was

on the terrace, and heard them coming ! I

slipped under the hedge, frightened, and the

other man whispered that you had retired

for the night. ' If she isn't paying a visit to
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her mother !
' Pier Rawdon answered. Then

the other said, * We can put it off a night or

two !
' What shall we do ?

"

Mrs. Rawdon laughed loud as she sprang

up, and hurried out, and. in two steps reached

her bed-room door. But no panther stealing

on its prey could have tread more velvety

than hers as she crossed the chamber. The

maid who watched little Claire until her

mother came to bed was sleeping in an

arm-chair. Softly Mrs. Rawdon opened a

drawer, took something out, and withdrew.

The housekeeper was waiting, pale with

excitement.

*' What are you going to do, Ma'am ?

Pray be cautious !

"

She followed as her mistress passed swiftly

down the stairs, dimly lit.

" Trust me, brave Thomas, elderly but

heroic person ! What is the golden rule '?

' Do as you would be done to by them
!

'

Did you ever read, Thomas, a great book

with red letters and pictures all gold and
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emblazonry, full of devils and men fighting,

and—oh, it is glorious ! There is hell all

flaming at the end !

"

" Ma am—ma'am !

"

" Stay where you are, you coward ! and

hold your tongue !

"

Whilst speaking, Mrs. Rawdon had quickly

and noiselessly unbarred the door. She

slipped out into the darkness, throwing off*

her light shoes. Mrs. Thomas stayed behind,

her eyes wide and forehead wrinkled with

fearful expectation, twisting her hands in

speechless terror.

At that moment a candle was set in the

nursery window, and faintly shone amongst

the hollies.

" At last !
" Pier whispered. '*' Now for

it, Ben !

"

" What are you doing here ? Who are

you ? Speak, or I fire !

"

And on the instant, waiting no reply,

two shots followed, flashing through the

hedge. Pier fell into Ben's arms.
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" I am hurt, Ben ! " he cried. " Quick !

Let us get away !

"

Leaning heavily on the groom, groaning

with pain irrepressible, but urging always

greater speed, Pier went back by the way

they came, a weary distance as it seemed.

Somehow they got through the gap, and

then his resolution could no longer sup-

port his weakness. He muttered, '^ Don't

tell who did it, Ben ; not a word ! " and

fainted.

Ben carried him to the dog-cart, and

drove as fast as the horse could gallop.

Seeing Pier fall, Mrs. Rawdon turned and

ran. At the front door she found Thomas,

in an agony of fright.

" Say you did it, and I give you ten

thousand pounds ! There is no danger

!

You challenged them, and they did not

answer ! Here is the pistol ! You lost

your head and fired
!

" Her wits evilly

sharpened by the drug, Mrs. Pawdon

thought of everything. "There is no
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danger, I tell you ! All the servants know

you walk on tlie terrace at night. There

is no danger, and ten thousand pounds

to gain !

"

"Is he dead?"

" I hope so. You consent ?

"

"Yes." .

" We will settle everything to-night."

The house was alarmed, and servants came

hurrying from their chambers half-dressed.

" Go to the east wing
!

" cried Mrs.

Rawdon. "Thomas has shot a burglar.

He is lying by the holly hedge, she says.

Go immediately, all you men !

"

Unwillingly they set out, armed with

pokers and miscellaneous weapons. Then

Mrs. Eawdon thought of her child, and

hurried up-stairs. Upon the landing she

met Mrs. Lambert, in nightcap and long

white dressing-gown.

" What is this commotion, Arabella ? 1

was looking for you to speak upon a very

serious subject. What has happened ?
"
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"Thomas has shot a burglar—did not

you hear the shots ? I cannot explain now,

mamma, for Claire may be frightened !

"

"I heard nothing. But Claire seems to

be quite tranquil. I looked at her a

moment since, and
—

"

"You looked at her?"

Mrs. Eawdon bounded up the stairs, and

entered her room. No watcher sat in the

darkened chamber. The bed curtains were

parted, and the mother anxiously peeped

between. Claire lay placid, her big eyes

fixed upon the opening. For an instant

Mrs. Rawdon was reassured.

" You have not been frightened, darling,

by the noise ? It was nothing to alarm

you!"

" I wished to speak, Arabella, about this

extraordinary letter which
—

"

"My life, my soul, what is the matter?

Oh, she is dead ! A doctor— fetch a

doctor
!

"

She rang the bell without ceasing.
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" Let me see the child," said Mrs. Lam-

bert, majestically. *' There was nothing

wrong

—

'' You have killed her, woman ! Oh, will

nobody come ? My darling—my treasure !

If I could breathe my life into you, like the

white-bearded old Jew of— ! Tell both the

grooms to saddle and fetch Doctor Thorne

—then go on to Oldborough, and call Doctor

Ramsay ! Quick—quick ! My child is

dead!"

So she raved and cried, with strange

flashes of the hasheesh delirium striking

through her words. Claire breathed, though

her body was ice-cold, and her conscious-

ness gone. It seemed an age before the

maid, returning, announced that the grooms

had started, and after hours of waiting

they sent word that some unknown doctor

was following.

" Why did they not bring Thorne ?

"

cried Mrs. Rawdon, furiously.

•'' Please 'm, Mr. Pier Rawdon has met
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with an accident, and Doctor Thorne was

attending him."

'' Ah !—and Doctor Ramsay ?
"

" Please m, Doctor Thorne had sent for

him to help with Mr. Pier Eawdon."

The mother pressed her hand to her heart

and sat down. Nemesis had begun to move

already.

Meanwhile, at the doctor's door, Ben

called for help, and half-a-dozen fellows

hurried from the public -house near by.

They lifted the body out. At that moment

a brougham passed, stopped a few yards on.

Jim Latham descended to ask what was the

matter, and entered the house. On his

return he said

—

" It's young Rawdon. He's been shot by

poachers."

" What ? And you could leave him like

this ? Is he badly hurt ? Stop—stop !

"

'* My dearest Mary, the train will not

stop for Rawdon, or anybody else, and what

good can we do ? He's not dead. Old
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Tliorne can't say more at present. It's a

sad business !

"

" You are utterly heartless and abominable,

Jim ! Poor Mr. Eawdon !
" she cried, bitterly.

" 1 am not heartless, child," said Jim,

rather ashamed. " But what was the good

of stopping ? Thorne didn't want my help,

and the Perouacs are waiting for us."

''Jehanne will be so distressed," Mary

sobbed. " She loved him—every one did,

but you !

"

" And you !

"

" I loved him as a brother. To be killed

now, just when he was going to recover

his— Jim, as sure as heaven this is Mrs.

Rawdon's doing; ! She has murdered him !

"

'' Egad !
" And Jim pondered. " The

poacher story is odd when you think of it

!

Why should those fellows— By my soul,

Mary, I believe you have hit the truth

!

AVhat a horrible business for the county !

But he isn't dead yet, I tell you ! Here

we are, and the train is in."

VOL. III. Q
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Vastly astonished was Mdlle. de Perouac

when Mary threw herself into her arms,

weeping, and carried her at once to the

shelter of the brougham. A few words of

explanation loosed the flood of Jehanne's

tears, for she was over-excited and tired.

The girls were impatient to get back and

learn the worst. Albert himself was moved,

and Jim, feeling the general distress, began

to show more sympathy. But the suspicion

Mary suggested had greater interest for him.

They drove to the doctor's at full speed,

and the gentlemen got down. A crowd was

gathered round the door, talking in low-

toned excitement. They passed through. Pier

lay upon a table in the small dining-room,

his face, deadly pale under its mask of bronze,

turned towards the door. Doctor Thorne

was busy winding bandages about the left

shoulder, with nervous and unskilful hands.

" Tell him that is not the way !
" Albert

eagerly exclaimed in French. '' Let me

do it !

"
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Jim translated briefly, and Thorne sur-

rendered his place without resistance.

" I have had little experience of gun-shot

wounds," he said, whilst Albert swiftly but

gently unwound the roll of linen. " A man

started on horseback to fetch Doctor Kam-

say of Oldborough the instant I saw what

it was. No, I don't think the wounds are

mortal, but he has lost a great deal of

blood. How clever your friend is ! Is he

a surgeon ?
'"

Meanwhile the girls outside were sick

with anxiety.

*' Can no one tell us anything '?
" Mary

said to the people round.

" Where's Ben ? Miss Latham wants to

know how it came about, Ben."

" I don't rightly know, miss," said he,

advancing. " Doctor Thorne, he's turned

me out, and there's my young master

a-dyin' ! Oh, the Lord curse 'em as did

it ! The kindest lad, the boldest heart on

our country-side !

"

Q 2
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" Do you know who did it ? " Mary cried,

fiercely.

Ben's tone changed.

*' No, miss, I can't tell. We was in the

wood. Mester Pier is quick-tempered, and

he slips easy into a fight. AVhy, miss, that

day as you called at my cottage with him

—whilst you was a shopping, he had words

with some good-for-nothing chap, as cut him

over the hand dreadful ! He kep' it from you,

miss, the brave lad ! But his hand was laid

open in two great wales, all bleeding, like

slashes of a sword. Cruel to see it was. But

you know'd nought about it, miss, did ye ?
"

Mary sat silent an instant, then opened

the carriage door, and sprang out.

"I cannot bear this suspense, Jehanne !

"

she cried, and ran to the house.

'' I think he is coming to," said All)ert,

pinning the last fold.

They drew closer and looked with intense

excitement. The waxen eyelids quivered,

rose drowsily.
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"He is awake," Thorne muttered, " and

conscious. By Heaven ! he is smiling !

"

Such expression there was in the brown

eyes disclosed, the pallid lips curled with

such sudden iutelligence, that all three

men followed their glance—and saw Mary

Latham in the doorway.

" Pardieu, mademoiselle !
" Albert cried

gaily. " You have raised the dead. But

let me entreat you to withdraw."

. Pier feebly raised his hand,—it was the

left,—and Mary saw the ugly lines, not yet

quite effaced, which showed so distinctly on

the dead-white skin.

"Thank you. Miss Latham," he whis-

pered. " I am not going to die yet."

" I insist that you retire, Mary ! " cried

Jim, finding words.

Pier's forehead creased with sudden

annoyance, as if he awakened from delicious

thoughts.

" I shall return your call at Latham,"

he murmured, with a soft laugh.
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these communications. Looking into the

matter dispassionately, it is evident—first,

that no further advantage could be ob-

tained from Birch, whatever happened

;

second, that the Count loved his daughter

;

third, that Sweyn, in all respects, was the

son-in-law he would have desired. But

M. de Perouac did not seem to regard

this matter dispassionately. What he did

I know. The letters reached him as he

set out for a stroll. He read them stand-

ing in the ante-room. And forthwith he

cursed and swore, raised his stick, and

smashed all the crockery he could find.

You say, critical reader, that a wealthy

gentleman of ancient family, who shaved

his chin and lip, wore tweeds and birds-

eye handkerchiefs, would not knock the

furniture about because his daughter ran

away. It is not my business to argue.

Perhaps you have seen more than I of

human nature, French and other. But

I certify the fact, nevertheless, and you
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may reconcile it as you will with your

experience.

After relieving his mind thus, the Count

returned to his apartments and sent for

Hugues. In his grave and quiet way, the

latter was much distressed. He understood

his sister, and loved her dearly, understood

and loved much better than her favourite

Albert ; but political opinions raised a wall

between them. Hugues knew, as if he

had seen, what pains and trouble Jehanne

must have suffered before she took such

a step as this. He added no word to

the Count's passionate invectives, and the

latter, after awhile, grew calm enough.

Quite methodically the pair drew up a

series of notes, addressed to the family,

and to persons of importance, who had

been invited to the sig-nino^ of the con-

tract next day. To their kinspeople, some

hint of the truth was given, with different

degrees of finesse ; for relatives of vary-

ing affinity, of varying positions, have
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various rights of admittance to the secrets

of a great family. For all strangers one

formula sufficed : Mdlle. de Perouac, sud-

denly indisposed, had been obliged to take

change of air. It was not worth while to

make greater mystery of an event which

would be horribly notorious in a few

hours.

When they had done the Count rose.

" I shall go to the Chateau for a month.

There are many things which need my

presence. You will wait some days, for

appearance sake, and then you will rejoin

your brother and sister at Latham."

*' Very good, sir."

They passed the door, and strolled along

the corridor, talking, for breakfast-time had

long passed.

"About M. Birch?" said Hugues,

suddenly.

They remembered him for the first time

since this news came. The Count stopped,

with a look aghast, and blankly stared in
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his son's face. Then he took his arm and

turned back, paused again, and said

—

''I leave that matter entirely in your

hands. You have carte blanche. But you

will find no difficulty with Birch. He is

a sensible man, and Jehanne has eloped

through no fault of ours. Fardieu, sir,

if De Perouac can digest such a misfor-

tune, M. Birch will survive it. Come to

breakfast."

Meanwhile Sweyn had made himself

conspicuous in Paris that morning, had

ridden in the Bois, visited a fashionable

shooting-gallery, strolled up and down the

Boulevard, and invited a dozen friends to

breakfast at the window-table of the Cafe

Eiche. As he went to the rendezvous

he met Doctor Pinson, gay and careless

as ever.

"Ah," said he cheerily, taking Sweyn's

arm, ''you know the news ? No ? I

always remark that pleasant intelligence

travels slowly."
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"We have the proverb in England

—

111 news flies apace."

" You really don't know it ? Then you

will allow me my little coup de theatre.

Here we are. Silence until the psycho-

logical moment arrives. * Psychological

moment !

' I thank thee, Bismarck, for that

word."

They took their hors d'ceuvres, their

oysters, and their fish. Then Pinson

observed

—

" Did any of you gentlemen meet Birch

last night?"

" I saw him at the opera," said one.

" I supped with him at the Anglais,"

said another.

" He was gay, wasn't he ?—happy as

a man should be who is going to marry

the loveliest girl in Europe within twenty-

four hours."

" Birch was in good spirits," said the one.

"I never saw him in better form," said

the other.
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" Of course. They always are in good

spirits, these people who have resolved to

blow their brains out before morning."

"Great God!" Sweyn exclaimed. "Is

this an ugly joke ?
"

His guests all paused, fork in hand.

Every one of them knew Birch intimately.

Pinson swallowed his last mouthful and

replied,

" I am as serious as poor Birch was

when he pulled the trigger. One can't

put it more strongly than that, I think."

"And he is dead?" they all cried.

People breakfasting at the tables round

paused to listen, the gar9ons clustered

about, for Birch's face was familiar to all

Paris.

" As dead as even Sweinfurths could

desire. It seems that yesterday afternoon

they opened a masked battery, w^hich at

a single discharge smashed our friend's

last defences. He would have had to

put up his shutters to-day. I have for-
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gotten my classics, and I sit under cor-

rection ; but it seems to me that this act

recalls the happier times of Kome."

" Poor fellow !
" said they all, and watched

with anxiety whilst Philippe carved the

partridges.

That operation beautifully complete, they

told stories of Birch, some of them good-

natured ; the)^ speculated who would buy

his pictures, horses, and petites maisons, so

long empty. After a time Pinson noticed

the host's silence.

'* My friend,'' said he, in a low tone,

" I know more news of the day than this

suicide. No act or design of yours is

connected with poor Birch's fate. He did

not even suspect that all would not go

smoothly to-day."

"That is comfort. Doctor. You have

relieved me. But I remember that he was

a friend, one who stood by my side, with

you, when I ran a serious danger. Poor

fellow—poor fellow !

"
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" He had many good points. It is no

matter how Birch made his money. His

life was kindly and charitable, and his

death proves a keener sense of honour

than one man in a thousand possesses

now-a-days. I say, gentlemen, that our

unfortunate friend had many good points."

'' He once lent me twenty thousand

francs."

" What a chef he had formerly."

" He introduced Baccarat into the casino

at Aix."

" What charming little pieces he used

to give when he had the Theatre Mignon."

'' And what pretty girls !

"

" And what suppers afterwards !

"

" All that is long ago. Poor Birch gave

up pleasure long before he gave up life—

a

mistake."

" The De Perouacs have had a lucky

escape."

" In short, gentlemen," cried Pinson,

" all Birch's virtues had fled this uncon-
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genial world, and lie possibly was not ill-

advised to go in searcli of them."

At the earliest moment Sweyn withdrew.

He did not easily master the shock. Pinson

was right, doubtless, in alleging that Je-

hanne's flight had nothing to do with the

suicide, but Sweyn felt guilty. And he

perceived at once that if such an irrational

sentiment oppressed himself, it would quite

overcome Jehanne. Impossible to guess

what changes and complications might

follow. Hastily Garrow telegraphed the

sad news to Albert, imploring him to con-

ceal the truth from Jehanne. He thought

this would not be difficult, with the ladies'

connivance, seeing that Mdlle. de Perouac

never glanced at a newspaper. And then

he waited impatiently for a communication

from the Count ; but none arrived, hostile,

inquiring, or other. He sent for Pierre,

and learned that his master had left home,

and that Huo^ues was summoned to his

Prefecture at once. Not one of the family
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to attend Birch's funeral ! Sweyn would

have liked himself to go, but the act might

have been misinterpreted.

He ought to have waited in Paris ten

days after Jehanne's departure. But the

next morning brought a despatch from

Doctor Thorne, stating that Pier had met

with an accident, and advising him to come.

He left by the next train. Had Garrow

known to a certainty that the act would

cost him all his hopes in life he would not

have hesitated. The afternoon following-

he reached Milstone. A great surgeon

arrived from town would not yet pronounce

decisively, but he was hopeful. One bullet

which entered the left upper chest had been

extracted ; the other had passed danger-

ously near the lung, if it had not perforated

it. The truth would be known on the

morrow. Pier was very weak, somewhat

delirious occasionally, always in great pain.

Meanwhile, the contradictions and in-

consistencies of Ben's story were common
VOL. III.
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talk. Concocted at a moment's notice, and

patched up pro re natd, it could not be

reconciled with itself or with probability.

The statement of all the servants at the

Hall flatly contradicted it. Mrs. Thomas

admitted firing the shots upon the terrace,

whilst Ben talked some nonsense about

strolling in Birkstead wood, where they

met a gang of poachers. When this in-

A^ention was proved false, he gave it up,

and refused to answer questions. Even Sir

James Latham could not get a word from

him.

Under these circumstances suspicion grew

bewildered, but the vox populi, as usual,

struck the right trail. It might be, as the

Hall servants averred, that Mrs. Thomas

had a nightly habit of walking on the

terrace, but if so brave as to like promenad-

ing in the dark, why did she carry a

revolver ? And why did such a fearless

creature lose her head on seeing two men on

the far side of a thick holly hedge ? With
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that safe barrier betwixt herself and harm,

why did she not quietly retire and get

help ? Pursuing this track, shrewd people

inquired why Ben should think proper to

tell a falsehood about the business ? What

interest had he in shielding Mrs. Thomas ?

Upon the other hand, what had Mr. Pier

and his follower to do upon the terrace ?

That was an ugly question ; but uglier was

the hint that he might have been tempted

there, to the place where a woman was

strolling up and down, armed with a pistol.

So long as the wounded man survived,

the law must be content to keep an eye on

Mrs. Thomas, and provisionally to accept

her candid avowal. It was all a sad acci-

dent as yet. But how should the law

regard Ben, who confessedly was present,

wherever the affair took place, and who had

made a series of statements disproved by a

dozen witnesses ?—unless the man shot by

Mrs. Thomas was not his master, but some

one else. So the law kept a sharp eye on
R 2
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him also, and worried the poor fellow about

those poachers, asking when and where and

how, until Ben felt crazy.

Then the nature of Claire's illness got

wind, and the doctor's inquiries soon

ascertained its origin. She was suddenly

awakened, no doubt, by the shots almost

beneath her window, and by the startled

scream of her nurse-maid, who ran out

immediately. Alone in the dimly- lighted

room, quivering with fear, she heard a

strange voice—old, broken, offended—call

" Arabella !
" And she saw a tall, white

form, fantastically dressed, peep through

the curtains. Mrs. Lambert, very deaf,

had heard nothing ; unacquainted with the

customs of the house, she did not know that

Claire slept with her mother. So, to the last,

the sins and follies of Mrs. Eawdon came

back home for vengeance. Had she not made

her own mother a stranger in the house,

this final calamity would not have happened.

Under the influence of sudden fris^ht,
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little Claire had fallen into a state of cata-

lepsy. Persons so afflicted may live for

years, but the organization here was far

too delicate. It might be weeks or months

before the end came, but come it must.

And then Pier Rawdon once more became

heir of Weybridge, even if the settlement

were put aside. That was the end of Mrs.

Rawdon's intrigues, and falsehoods, and

crimes. But she had no thought for the

future or the past. Her life was wrapped

up in her child's.

At Latham they did what they could to

keep the manner of poor Birch's death a

secret from Jehanne ; but as the days passed

on one hint or another roused her sus-

picions. Girl friends writing from Paris

alluded to it delicately and mysteriously,

until Jehanne demanded and learned the

truth. The effect of it was just what

Sweyn foresaw. Birch's death had been a

painful blow, though in revealing it as

the result of incurable disease, Albert had
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demonstrated that her conduct must have

been unknown to him. Now she doubted

in spite of evidence. Jehanne conceived a

shuddering horror of herself, and a repug-

nance to see or hear of the man who was

associated with her in causing this terrible

event. She did not love him less, but she

dreaded his approach, as good people who

have been led into crime tremble and shrink

from an accomplice.

And Mary also. suffered. That revelation

of Pier's fortitude and generosity which

Ben gave—being desperately puzzled what

to say—went home to her conscience ; she

tried the slender, harmless-looking whip on

her own hand, and screamed with the pain

of a mere flick. His waking to sensibility at

her approach, as if by instinct, his smile

ready to welcome her in the doorway,

appealed to the romance of maidenhood.

How gallant it was, amidst his pain and

trouble, to cover her impulsive act by a jest,

when Jim reproved her.
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" I will return the call at Latham !
" No

hero of story was so brave. At the point

of death this ill-treated lover could make an

effort to protect his mistress with a laugh !

She had been offended because such a man

assumed airs of ownership and superiority.

She had dared to mock him, and to inflict

on him her childish humours. Always ex-

treme, Mary longed to beg pardon on her

knees, to tell face to face how she admired

and worshipped him.

Of course she would have done nothing

of the sort, under the fairest opportunity.

And kneeling, adoring, and the rest of it,

are not always tokens, nor generally, that a

young girl is prepared to accept the object

worshipped as a husband.

Miss Latham's speculations of the future

did not yet take quite the form Pier would

have desired. They went not a step be-

yond enthusiastic admiration and vehement

self-rebuke. These feelings did not wane

in force as each morning and evening Sir
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James or Jim or Albert reported the slow

and fluctuating progress of recovery.

Long since, of course, the mystery of

Jehanne's unexpected visit had been re-

vealed to her host and hostess. Sir James

did not half understand, and did not like it

at all. Up to a certain point he followed

the story ; but beyond that, it took an un-

English tinge, which he could not quite

explain, but vaguely felt. However, Gar-

row of Gaythorpe was an important person-

age in the county ; the Comte de Perouac

did not complain. He had written some

dignified, but not too reproachful letters to

his children, and a friendly acknowledgment

to Lady Latham. Then, for all her sad-

ness, Jehanne was the sweetest girl ; Albert

always amusing. And so he hoped it was

all right—that Rawdon would get well soon,

and charge his step-mother w^ith an attempt

to get him murdered. Well, things grew

awkward to forecast at this point, but the

very end of all ought to be two marriages,
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universal happiness, and an increased ma-

jority at the next general election.

Albert found life very pleasant indeed.

Cub-hunting was well on, the county fami-

lies had returned from their autumnal trips.

Every day he or Jim rode into Milstone, to

get the latest news of Pier, who remained

at the Doctor's modest dwelling. In three

weeks time he was so far recovered as to

hold a serious talk with Sweyn, in conse-

quence of which the latter visited Wey-

bridge, and without difficulty got speech

with Mrs. Lambert. That interview, pain-

ful enough, removed the last doubt. Mrs.

Lambert had known all along that by the

settlement, as finally drafted, Mr. Eawdon

had designed Pier should succeed to the

estate. Her late husband had been one

trustee, Lumley the other. But at the

time of Mr. Rawdon's death, her daughter

had. so cleverly mixed up the will, the prior

decease of both trustees, and the existence

of little Claire, that she was honestly per-
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suaded the settlement was no longer valid.

Asked now if she would swear to the original

intention of the deed, she tearfully but

firmly declared her willingness to do so.

There and then Sweyn got a witnessed

statement to that effect.

Needless to say, that Pier was unac-

quainted with the condition of his half-

sister. Upon receiving Mrs. Lambert's

declaration, he dictated ten words for Ford,

urging him to proceed at any cost or

trouble. Sweyn dutifully wrote the mes-

sage and suppressed it. This business off

his mind. Pier devoted himself to the pleas-

ing occupation of recovery, and he was very

successful. Experience teaches in all things

sublunary, and he had undergone a certain

training in the science of pulling round.

So, two months after Ben deposited him on

Dr. Thomas's dinner- table, he sat up and

gave audience. The same day Claire died.

Sweyn had not ventured, all this time, to

ask an interview with Jehanne. He wrote
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lier letters, not too often nor too warm,

which Albert conveyed ; by the same decor-

ous channel she replied, less frequently, and

without lovers' warmth at all. I have

failed to draw, Jehanne's fine character, if it

be supposed that her lofty self-respect and

chaste constraint had any tinge of prudery.

Her letters were tender though sad, contain-

ing no allusion to the future. Things

might remain on this footing for years.

It was understood that so soon as Pier

could be moved he should go to Latham,

and Sweyn also. Until that day he laugh-

ingly refused to let Mary see him, reiterating

his promise to return her call at home.

This young man had not lived twenty-seven

years in vain. It did not suit his character

to pose as an invalid hero, and he shrewdly

suspected that the man who would gain

winsome, impulsive Mary Latham should

show himself in the best light. She might

be touched by pallor and leanness ; but her

second thoughts would turn towards ridicule.
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So, studying his face daily in the glass, to

the surprise and contempt of good Mrs.

Thorne, he waited the moment. It came at

length.

That morning, for the first time, Sweyn

rode over to Latham. It was necessary to

tell Pier of his half-sister's death, and he

had put off this sad duty time after time, as

strong men will defer such a task. At

length Sweyn decided that Lady Latham

should break the news. But she was suf-

fering from a nervous headache, and sent

word, with kindly apologies, that she could

receive no one but Pier. Much perplexed,

Sweyn begged to speak with Mary, and

he was shown into a little room where the

two girls sat together. So beautiful was

Jehanne in her mourning—she had worn

black since Birch's death—that he spoke

timidly, with a knot in his throat. She

met his look of w^orship with a smile almost

imploring in its appeal to his manliness and

sympathy. It was some minutes before
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Sweyn recovered such possession of himself

as to tell his errand coherently.

Mary's alarm and consternation were so

great, that tears gathered in her eyes. For

the first time in her happy, careless life a

sad charge was laid upon her. She walked

about the room, despairingly protesting that

the mission was too hard, too cruel. At

length Jehanne rose too, and put her arm

about the slender girl, saying gently, " I

will persuade her, Mr. Garrow." And

Sweyn retired in such awe and agitation as

a man would feel who had talked with a

heavenly spirit.

In the afternoon Pier came, able to walk

a few yards between Sir James and his

friend. Lady Latham was at the hall-door.

But she withdrew at once, and then, by

arrangement preconcerted, Pier found him-

self alone with Mary in the room prepared

for him. Eecovered from her fright, brought

to her true, brave little self by Jehanne's

tender admonitions, Mary was resolute to
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perform her duty, thougli she trembled.

She did it with the sweetest sympathy.

Only one who knew her thoroughly could

have credited that this thoughtful, gentle

girl, who found words that reached the

heart and lofty consolations, was the same

who childishly cried out some hours before

that melancholy scenes appalled her.

But the blow fell heavily on Pier, though

dealt by the hand dearest to him in all the

world. It deprived him for a while of the

desire to get strong again. Excuse and

argue as they might, Sweyn and others, it

remained that through his act the child he

swore to guard and love had perished.

The shock utterly destroyed all those ideas

with which he had returned to Latham.

The thought of love recurred now only as a

harassing recollection. And Sweyn was not

less miserable.

Circumstances thus induced the two

young men to do exactly what was wisest.

They kept in Pier's room whenever Sweyn
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was not hunting. Mary and Jehanne

visited him once a-day, receiving no invita-

tion to come oftener, or to take part in

the nursing. When Sweyn dined below he

paid his mistress no special attention, re-

straining even the language of the eye.

She was simply and sincerely grateful, but

Mary had no such confidence in herself, or

her lover. She grew perplexed, then angry,

then sad and self-distrustful. There were

moments every day when she would have

accepted Pier with humility and gratitude

had he been at hand to ask.

Hugues had run over to typify the for-

giveness of the family, and after awhile

the Count himself appeared. He enjoyed

himself immensely, stayed a fortnight, and

held several anxious councils with Albert.

At the last of these Sweyn was formally

introduced, and the Count gravely received

his new proposal for Jehanne's hand. Her

sadness had been quietly diminishing of

late, and she now met her lover's eye
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with composure, spoke with him almost uii-

constrainedly, smiled once or twice a day,

looking even in his face. Sweyn cau-

tiously took advantage of these changes

in his favour.

At the end of his visit the Count pro-

posed that the three young men should

accompany him to Provence. The conva-

lescent was recommended southern air for

the winter approaching, and all three

gladly accepted. Pier rehearsed his fare-

well several times in imagination ; and

when he came to the test it was successful

as a piece of acting, so gentle and kindly

but passionless, that Mary ran up-stairs to

cry. Pier's self-control was sorely taxed,

as he pressed the small cold hand, and saw

the downcast eyes, raised only once to his

as they stood in the morning room. That

glance very nearly upset him—so pleading

it was, so full of tears repressed. But

Sweyn carried him away.

JVIournful enough was the big house.
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abandoned to Mary and her parents. They

shortly departed on a round of visits.

Months went by. Pier followed the sun

from place to place in the south of Europe,

reporting continual progress till he ceased

to mention health at all. The De Perouacs

returned to their hotel in Paris, and Sweyn

ran up frequently to pass a few days w^itli

them.

At length—it was in the early summer

—

those two were riding in the Bois, the

trusty Pierre in attendance, for the. Count

had suddenly excused himself. The}'

reached a certain alley, and Sweyn said,

pausing

—

" Do you remember this spot, my
darling ?

"

Jehanne looked round, and blushed, with

a little smile and a sigh.

" It was here I asked for your love, and

I remember every word we both uttered.

I said
—

' Have I not loved well enougli,

waited long enough, suffered enough, to
VOL. III. S
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merit reward ?
' That is twelve months

ago. I will wait for ever at your bidding.

But assure me again, as you did that happy

day, that I have your love."

She gave him a glance so full that words

were needless ; but Sweyn longed to hear.

"You recollect this tree? It was here

I lifted you from your horse, and for one

moment held you in my arms. How many

pilgrimages have I made to it since !

"

He was on the ground. Jehanne did

not resist as he lifted her from the saddle.

She silently took his arm, and they turned

down a narrow path walled with leaves.

Sweyn bent over her

—

"Whisper to me, my beautiful queen."

Jehanne blushed and laughed a little,

and whispered

—

" I think this alley is very damp, dear

Sweyn."

" Provoking witch ! Aren't we yet close

enough for telling secrets ? " -

He took her suddenly in his arms, and
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for the first time pressed her perfect

So great was Jehanne's surprise, she

scarcely struggled, but cried, red with

shame

—

" Oh, loose me ! Dear Sweyn, let me

go!"

'*Not till you speak."

Her head was on his shoulder, but he

scarcely heard the words

—

'' You are my lord and my darling

!

Oh, please let me go
!

" And after a

moment he did.

Pier, just arrived in Paris, was waiting

eagerly.

^'Well? well?'^ he cried.

Sweyn threw himself into a chair.

" I don't know how Hannibal and Her-

cules, and other great conquerors felt after

the decisive engagement ; but I, Pier, I

feel that the earth and the heavens have

no more prize for me !

"

They shook hands,
S 2
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*' God bless you both," Pier said. " Be

the omen propitious ! I cross to-night.
"

If Lady Latham was not in the secret,

he had ofood luck when he reached the

house. The front door stood open, and

the hall was empty. But as Pier walked

up it, a little figure came out of the

morning room, and rather listlessly moved

towards the stairs. It turned with a

little scream at Pier's low call, and after

a second's hesitation, ran up to him with

hands outstretched

—

" It is your living self indeed ? You

have come at last ?
"

He took her hands, and then her waist.

Mary nestled to him in great contentment,

speechless and unresisting. But in an

instant she drew back, with a fine move-

ment of outraged dignity.

*' Hush !
" Pier whispered, " here comes

some one." And he quietly regained pos-

session, drawing her behind one of the many

statues in the hall.
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All innocence and asthma, the wheezing

old butler passed before them. When he

had gone well out of hearing, Mary broke

away again.

" Here are your tablets ; read the chal-

lenge. To-morrow is your twentieth birth-

day, and I am here. Let us understand

each other at last, dear Mary. I have

loved you, I think, from that first night we

met—do you remember ? when you gave me

these. Will you put me out of pain now ?
"

"I love you dearly, Pier !

"

And after half-an-hour amongst the

statues they went together to announce

the visitor s arrival. It was not necessary

to declare the other news.

In the evening, as they strolled in the

duskiest walks Pier could discover, he said

—

" Why have you tortured me so long,

mischievous fairy ? My love is not greater

now than two years ago—it could not be.

But then you gave me whip-cuts for kisses."

" Oh, don't remind me, Pier. I have
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been a changed girl—I have indeed, since

Ben tokl me."

" I hope not. But you have not answered

my question."

" Indeed, I don't know. But it may be,

Pier, because—you never asked me."

" Why, in this very arbour
—

"

*' In this very arbour, dear, you were good

enough to mention incidentally that you

were coming back to marry me. I don't

remember that you asked any question of

importance."

" What a fool I was ! But you knew my

meaning, sweet ?

"

" Yes ; but on mature reflection I thought

it much better to do things in the usual way."

" Saucy little creature," etc., etc.

*' But," Pier continued, " you ran into my

arms this afternoon before I said a word.

Explain that contradiction."

" Why, you looked so miserable. But I

confess I was hasty. Take the whole thing

back, dear, and let us begin again. It is
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much better to start properly, and I have

lots of funny things to say. No, don't begin

at that point. Much further back," etc., etc.

So they were merry, as young lovers

should be who have not a care in the world

beyond their precious heart-throes. And

a fortnight afterwards Jehanne arrived,

having persuaded her father to let the

wedding take place at Milstone quite quietly,

and far from Paris gossip.

The two couples were married on the

same day, Morley assisting, and his wife

crying profusely.

And u^ to this time there has not been

one breath of unhappiness in their life.

Mary is petulant sometimes, but when

Pier raises his left hand—on which the scar

can still be traced—she creeps to him

humbly, and kisses it, and vows, with big

eyes full of penitence, that never more will

she give way. Pier would be sorry if she

kept her word.

And Sweyn occasionally feels the impulse
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of his first youth to break away. But that

is in Jehanne's absence. The look of her

sweet eyes, not reproachful, but amused, the

smile so gracefully mocking and so conscious

of power, bring him home again to supreme

human happiness.

Mrs. Eawdon lived at Weybridge un-

molested until her death—sudden, of course

—two years after her stepson's marriage.

They had held no communication of any

sort. Garrow^'s purse was open to his friend,

and he used it without thought or scruple.

Mrs. Eawdon left no papers, no will, and no

provision for her mother, who became once

more tenant of the cottage in Weybridge

park, and pensioner of the house. Twelve

months after the death Pier took possession

of his own at last, and there is no possibility

of future doubt whether it is .settled on his

heir.

THE END.
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